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- Columns   
Corrections: 
April 11: 
Pg. 10: In “Center focuses on rural poverty”, 
Nanette Yandell was misquoted. Her quote 
should have read: “The Latino population is the 
fastest growing population in the county.’ 
April 18: 
Pg. 7: In the article “Sororities, frats denied full 
funding for fall” Chi Phi was incorrectly labeled as 
a sorority; it is a fraternity. 
Pg. 8: “Arcata rejects Endeavor lease extension 
incorrectly stated that the Endeavor gives food 
boxes out “when necessary.” The Arcata Endeavor 
gives food boxes out once a month. 
Pg. 20: Emily Loeffler’s name was misspelled in 
the sidebar for “Eight plays, each 10 minutes”. 
Pg. 21: In the photo for “Afromassive invokes 
Fela Kuti,’ Justin Schwartzman, not Chris Noonan, 
is playing a baritone saxophone, not a bass saxo- 
phone. 
Pg. 24: The Kuhl system in the Q&A with Dr. 
Mark Baker are separated into 3,200 systems and 
irrigate 30,000 hectares. 
«The graduate seminar Baker will be teaching is 
called Environment and Community Research, not 
Environment and Communication. 
- Baker’s home in India was constructed by he 
and his spouse, Kim Berry, in the late 1990s. 
+ The documentary production company Baker is 
working with is called Moving Images, not Moving 
Pictures, and the work on the film began in 2005 
not 1997. 
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Career Corner 
is coming to 
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Look for the Parachute Bus on the Quad aso 
HSU Career Center 
Nelson Hall West, Room 130 
The Parachute College Program 
BR EY ¢ QE Y Wee 
av 
Thursday, May 3rd gr 
Gain valuable experience - Build your resume - Gain new Skills 
Summer Jobs     
ID: 2906— Seasonal Timber Cruiser 
Olympic Resource Management 
Position is a seasonal timber cruiser for forest inventory. Olympic Resource management is seeking. 
1D: 2912—Research Assistant— Plant Ecology 
Joseph Jones Ecological Research Center 
The Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center invites applications for temporary Hourly Research.. 
iD: 154— Recreation Leader 
City of Eureka 
Recreation Leaders will plan and lead activities for youth in Elementary and Middle School 
Vy 
    
  
Ll 
Research and identify the site-built traditional housing manufactured 
826-3341 
Review brand strategy, develop leadership skills, learn merchandizing.. 
1D: 2826—Market Research Intern 
    Internships  
ID: 2799 —Executive Intern 
Target     
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‘Two weeks after walking out on President 
Rollin Richmond, the Associated Students 
officially censured him duringa special meeting 
Wednesday. Frustrated with an administration 
and president they say doesn't take students 
seriously, drafters of the resolution hope 
this action proves to university officials that 
students mean business. 
Terra Rentz, one of six students who 
drafted the resolution, said the censure 
provided an official stance for the general 
feeling of the student body at large. The 
resolution also called for a work group to 
draft a no confidence resolution. 
“A censure will put teeth behind the 
things we say,’ she said. “We have power 
and we will hold him accountable.” 
Despite this assertion, California State 
Student Association (CSSA) Representative 
Kintay Johnson warned AS not to be rash 
when passing an official condemnation 
that could have negative consequences for 
current and future students. 
“The Instructionally Related Academic 
fee increase and the 10 percent CSU fee 
increase] is a direct taxation on students,” 
he told the council. “[You could] make that 
taxation a reality overnight.” 
Though he said he would support 
the council’s decision, Johnson said AS 
shouldnt take a stand of this magnitude 
without using the CSSA as a liaison 
between Humboldt State and the other 22 
schools in the CSU system. 
“We need diplomacy,’ he said, “we don't 
feel we have been heard, but we have allies.” 
Professional Studies Representative 
Brandon Hemenwaysaidtheadministration’s 
decision to forego a student vote on the fee 
increase, and not listening to input from a 
special committee formed to discuss the fee, 
dispeled whatever concerns he had before. 
“Despite [Richmond] _ is what saying 
see CENSURE, pg. 5 
      
Budget cuts blast academics 
 
Acadmic Affairs Budget Reduction with Fee Increase | 
the past two years. 
Cuts to academics for 2007/08 school year, not including $1.7 million in cuts from | 
  
  
         
John C. Osborn 
jco11@humboldt.edu 
2007/08 ° 2008/09 2009/10 Total Reduction 
Office of Academic : 7 
Byes Gh anette $260,100 $60,000 $25,100 $345,200 
Affairs Combined : 
Centrally Managed $95,200 $6.000 $101.200 
Commitments 
Library $165,100 $15,000 $15,000 $195,100 
Information Technology $75,100 $100.000 $60,000 $235.100 
Services 
College of Arts and : ‘ 
roa $100,100 $87,400 $93,300 $280,800 
Humanities 
Coreg St ene: $125,000 $130,000 $55,200 $310,200 
Resources & Sciences 
‘ ce af Profession: 
College of Professional’ BEE $10,000 $22,000 $112,100 
Studies 
Total $900,800 $402,400 $276,600 $1,579,800 
Reduction Target $1,579,800 
Graphic by John 7. Carter 
      
 
Despite the largest freshman class ever and increased 
alumni contributions, Humboldt State's budget will be 
diced by $3.4 million next year. Academics face huge cuts 
across all colleges and support programs. 
“I think all of us would feel better,’ President Rollin 
Richmond said at a press conference last Thursday, “if we 
werent having to make all these reductions.” 
Beginning this fall, the Instructionally Related Activi 
ties fee increase (which completely funds athletics and 
creates a Jackpass and a Humboldt Energy Independence 
Fund) will be a reality. ‘The fee will be attached to a Higher 
Education Price Index, which students opposed. The in 
crease of $202 per semester could bring in between $2.5 to 
$3 million next year 
[he budget cuts affect every division of the university, 
except for University Advancement-geared toward attract 
ing money and students to the university. 
On top of cutting $1.7 million to address deficits over 
the past two years, Academic Affairs must cut an addition 
al $1.6 million over the next three years, beginning with 
$900,000-a total of $2.6 million for next year. Specifics 
weren't given as to where cuts would be applied. 
“We are completely in the dark,” said Saeed Mortazavi, 
chair of the Academic Senate and co-chair of the Univer- 
sity Budget Committee. 
What is known is how much each college and support 
program, like Information Technology Systems, must cut 
over the next three years. Next fall, ITS, whose charge in 
cludes webmail, must cut more than $1 million 
Anna Kirscher, university's chief information officer, 
said her budget will be 26 percent less after all three years 
of cuts occul 
 
President Rollin Richmond announces budget 
at last Thursday during a press conference 
“We are obviously looking at significant staff reduc 
tion,” Kirscher said. 
Despite having a chronically low budget to begin with, 
Kirscher is optimistic that enrollment for fall will bring in 
more money. 
“I have to hope this is the bottom of the trough,” she said. 
Richmond said a main cause of the deficit was the enrollment 
based funding model used by all California State Universities. 
Terra Rentz, California Faculty Association student in 
tern. said that cuts of this magnitude could lead to faculty 
losing jobs. 
“I think there us a huge risk of a major lecturer layoff,” 
Rentz said. 
With the facutlty-to-student ratio for classes to increase 
larger classes and less class offerings may become a reality 
‘| think this is really going to hurt students, Rentz said  
  






Maintaining & Repairing 
Students’ Cars Since 1961 
 
929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) « Eureka California 95501 
(707) 444-9636 
www.leons-carcare.com 
Practice Safe Storage 
at 
Mid Th Storage 
Featuring: 
Electronic access system 
Individual door alarms 
35 different sizes 
3 freight elevators 
Upstairs units 1/2 off first month 



























































Academic Affairs Admin Affairs Student Affairs Univ. President's Unit 
Advancement 
The University Budget Committee is charged 
with making recommendations to President 
Richmond about where to apply cuts for 
each divison. The above graph compares 
the committees proposal to Richmond's 
actual decision on budget cuts.   
Two ideas, 
one budget 
Richmond’s final budget different than 
budget committee’s proposal 
John C. Osborn 
jco11@humboldt.edu 
 
‘The proposed budget the University Budget Com- 
mittee recommended differed from what Presdient 
Rollin Richmond announced Thursay at a press con- 
ference. 
Saeed Mortazavi, co-chair of the committee, said 
the committee received no explanation for Rich- 
mond’s decision, and has asked him to share his rea 
sons. 
The committee, who advised Richmond on bud 
get issues, recommended where cuts should be ap 
plied across university divisions. 
Mortazavi said that strict deadlines restricted the 
committee's ability to investigate the budget 
“The [University Budget Committee] is not de 
signed to micromanage, he said, “but such a force 
needs to exist. 
The Academic Senate passed a resolution on Oc- 
tober 24, 2006, to create a task force to work with the 
University Budget Committee to reduce the budget 
Richmond rejected the resolution. 
President Alexander Gonzalez of Sacramento 
State created a budget task force, consisting of fac- 
ulty, staff, students and administrators, in December 
2006 to find the causes of their university's budget 
deficit. 
When asked why Humboldt State had no simi 
lar task force, Richmond said at the press conference 
that was the job of administrators and the commit 
tee, 
“I do not believe that (a task force) would be 
more effective than the system that we already have 
in place,” he said. “I think we do a pretty good job of 
managing the budget.”   
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CENSURE: No-confidence to come? 







the form of a resolution- 
condemnation 
of 
President Rollin Richmond’s handling 
of student fee increases. If Richmond 
were president of the nation a 
censure could possibly be the first step 
towards impeachment. 
publicly, he doesn’t have an interest 
in listening to us,” he said. 
In a statement issued by Public 
Affairs Thursday, Richmond said that 
despite the censure he will continue to 
try to lead Humboldt State through the 
budget crisis . 
“Some of the decisions I am 
forced to make by their very nature 
are unpopular, he said. “I am 
determined to do what is needed to 
secure a healthy future for HSU” 
[here were concerns _ that 
a censure would destroy 
communication between next 
year's AS and the administration. 
“If we go in and hold this over 
Richmond's head, what are we going 
to do when this issue is no longer 
on the table?” Johnson asked. 
RobChristensen,administrative 
vice president, brought up an 
incident at San Diego State where 
the 
communication with its campus 
student government _ lost 
president over a similar situation. 
“We work with the president a 
lot,” he said. “The council [has to] 
weigh where they go from here.’ 
When — asked what 
consequences could - be, 
said she expects Richmond will 
the 
Rentz 
be upset and offended when he 
hears of the resolution. 
“{We want] to get our point 
across without filing a vote for 
no confidence, she said, adding 
that she hopes that after the initial 
shock of the action, Richmond will 
keep the doors of communication 
open for next year’s council. 
When some council members 
said they wished to seek other 
before AS __ risked 
losing communication with the 
avenues 
administration by censuring the 
president, student at large Tobin 
Steiskal was outraged. 
“Were not just children in [the 
administration’s| chess game, he said, 
“We're notas old as the administrators 
in Siemens Hall, but we're as smart or 
smarter than them.’ 
Steiskal said he chose Humboldt 
State because of its opposition to 
corruption in the world. Citing 
Machiavelli's phrase “absolute 
power corrupts absolutely,” he said 
AS risked nothing by censuring 
the president. 
“The literal that 
nothing will happen if you tell 
him. ‘we have no confidence in 
» 
you,” he said. “What other options 
impact is 
do you have? The door was closed 
when you got here.” 
Monday thru Friday   
Come in for a lite snack or a loag Lunch! 
Dain as at the counter or grab A COBY COMME / 
Now open 11am - 3pm 
For reservations or orders to go please call 826-3826 
  
The only full service restaurant on campus 
(Located adjacent to the HSU Bookstore) 
We accept personal 
checks, j-points, & 








To Go 826-7543 
HAPPY HOUR! 
- Jam to 9am 
Free Cup of Coffee 
with Purchase of 
$7.00 or More 
ALWAYS! 
768 (Sth Street, Arcata 
Just Across the Footbridge! 




Vegetarian, Vegan & ® 

















MODERN COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
Thursday, April 26th 
my 
Pamaras 
Friday, May 4th 
Strix Vega 
ho cover 
Friday, April 27th 
Danny w 
special guest DJs 
Arts Alive & G 
Saterday, April sath 4" AYO 
Yer Dog   
No Cover 21 & over 
Natt 
APPETIZERS BY HURRICANE KATE’'S Midnight 
Saturday, May Sth 
     
 










856 10th Street - Arcata - CA 
HOURS: Monday - Thursday 4:00pm-Midnight 
Friday - Saturday Noon-2:00am - Sunday 7:00pm-2:00am 
*** ALL AGES until 10:00pm - Two Pool tables *** 
me ee 
Tt eal Tae) 
15 Beers on Tap - Every Dau! 
Peres Ue be) ee 
$2.00 Tall-Boy cans 4pm until closing! 
Uses ea ice 





25 WED - The Gas Band - ElectroAcoustic Rock 
26 THUR - Compost Mountain Boys 
27 FRI - Nucleus - Jamrock 
28 SAT - The Generatorz 
29 SUN - Confessions - p's - LGBT 
30 MON - The Codetalkers - Rock & Rol 
1 TUES - Selecta Truth - Reggae, HipHop 
eh le) 
May 2nd » Deadwood Revival 
Acoustic Duo - Washington 
May 3rd » Moses Lincoln Johnson 
New Grass - Humboldt 
May 4th » Bump Foundation 
Funk Grooves - Humboldt 
May 5th » Moo-Got-2 
Jamrock - Humboldt 
      
     
 
Check www.humboldtbrews.com for latest music info. 
Wednesday, April 25, 2007  
  









If you're a person who loves playing games 
and helping the community, then this weekend has 
an event just for you. 
The Golden Years Program, which is one of many 
groups within Youth Educational Services (YES), will 
host the Golden Game Day this Saturday afternoon 
in the West Gym from 12-4 p.m. 
program, which began in 1996. Students go into 
the community and interact with the elderly. At the 
Silvercrest Senior Citizens’ Residence in Eureka, 
Golden Years members play games with the elderly 
and help clean their residences. 
Blair Harkins became involved with the program 
in the fall semester after hearing 
Admission is one dollar for adults 
and 50cents for children underthe ““We serve 
age of 12. Money raised from the 
event will be used for the program 
for the 2007-2008 academic year. 
The event will feature a variety 
of games including dominos, 
scrabble, trivial pursuit and many 
more. The event will include 
refreshments and other activities such as face 
painting. 
Jasmine Manuel, a junior pre med and 
anthropology major, is the director of the Golden 
Years program. She said she has always been involved 
with community service programs and what she 
likes most about Golden years is the joy she sees in 
the people she interacts with. 
“We serve to bridge the gap between generations,’ 
Manuel said. “People should come because it’s more 
than just an event. It's a time where people of all ages 
can get together and have fun.” 
This is the first game day for the Golden Years 
o bridge the 
gap between generations.” 
about it from a friend. She said 
as soon as she heard about it she 
immediately went to the YES 
House to sign up. 
“T just that it was the coolest 
Jasmine Manuel thing, so I joined,” said Harkins, 
pre-med and anthropology junior a freshman social work major 
She added that people should 
come because the event helps the 
community and, “It’s a great way to make friends 
and have fun.” 
The Golden Years program is not the first time 
‘asey Ashlock has been involved in a community 
service program. In high school she was the president 
of a club that volunteered with special education 
children. Ashlock, a social work freshman, said she 
enjoys Golden Years and wants to be involved in 
more community service programs in the future. 
‘Tm really excited about Game Day,’ Ashlock 
said, 
More information on the game day event can be 
obtained from the YES House. 
USE YOUR HEAD 
NORTHTOWN BOOKS 
957 H Street 
Arcata, CA 95521 
822-2834 
Special Orders Welcome 
At No Extra Charge 
HSU Email: Your way! 
HSU wants to make email 
better for you. Tell us your 
thoughts and what's impor- 
tant to you! 
Complete a quick survey, 
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A Domin 
Seana Buden’s art sculpture in Founder’s Hall depicts a “white supremacist’ as the bad guy. 




Seana Burden, a studio art junior, hesitantly put 
up a sign with a short explanation of her wax sculp- 
ture piece in Founder's Hall to ensure that she did 
not appear to be promoting racism. Burden’s art de- 
picts various wax people fallen on the ground, some 
injured and some helping others. 
‘The controversial part is the villain, a large man 
holding a gun and wearing a confederate flag cape 
with the phrase “Sexy bitches are for cooking, clean- 
ing and copulation.” 
Soon after being displayed, someone put a sign 
up next to the piece. Burden said it read “This dis- 
play is offensive, explain or we'll take it down.” She 
said the sign didn't say how her piece was offensive, 
and she doesn't know who put it up. She knows it 
wasn't the building manager, and assumed it was a 
student. 
The sculpture is located in the main hallway, 
right next to the door leading to the courtyard - a 
prime spot to be viewed by a large number of peo- 
ple. 
Jennifer Gary, a liberal studies elementary edu- 
cation senior, said the location is part of the prob- 
  
   
Resources 201 on Monday night.   
Congratulations Maria! 
lem. “If it’s really offending people then maybe this 
should be put in the museum or studio, but not in a 
main hallway,” she said. 
She said many people prefer to interpret art for 
themselves, regardless of the artist's opinion. 
Miguel Garduque, a relgious studies senior, 
echoed Burden’s point. He also said there is a cer- 
tain etiquette that comes with viewing art that the 
person who put up the sign was not following. 
“It’s not like people go to the Louvre, look at 
the Mona Lisa and then stick a post-it note that 
says, This sucks’ next to it,” he said. 
Burden said she did not intend for the piece to 
be controversial. Instead, her vision was to reverse 
gender roles and discourage racism, sexism and ho- 
mophobia. Although she didn’t have time to ful- 
ly complete her sculpture, her main points can be 
seen in the piece. 
“The white, supremacist, patriarchal machine is 
the bad guy,’ Burden said. “He's racist, sexist and 
homophobic. He does not represent my political 
views at all.” 
4 
photos Courtesy of Cnristina Act 
Maria Corral-Ribordy presented her Master’s thesis for the department of education on 
Between Two Homelands: the Experiences of Undocumented Mexican Mothers with the K-12 
Public School System in a Rural Community. She was honored by over 60 people in Natural 
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Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc. 
Arcata Dental Office 
Cosmetic Bonding 
Wisdom Teeth 
Root Canal Treatment 
Ultrasonic Cleaning 
Mercury Free Fillings 
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound 
a el Emergency Care 
Welcome 
 
Northcoast Horticulture Supply 
All your gardening 
needs and more. 
In Eureka, one 
block past the new 
Co-Op. 
444-9999 
~ In McKintleyville, — 
behind Paul's Live 
From New York 
839-9998 
We Cater to 
Cowards 
1225 B St.(2 blocks from HSU ) 822-5105 
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*All Students are 
elegiable to vote - a Did YOu vote yet? 
gee ae What are you waiting for? 
 
FREE BBQ 
Thursday, April 26th 
_11:30-1:30 ~ on the quad 
w/ special musical performances from 




























$ 1) sign on to webreg 
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Voting ends Thursday, April 26th at MCOneT ee 



































       
Chris Johnson, People Project member, prepares spiced 
  
demonstration, Saturday. 
of Earth onto his vest. He sits 
in a tent with other campers at 
the protest, Monday. 
  
‘|e 
pears and ginger under a tarp on Monday morning. 
Johnson got involved with the group, which advocates 
for the homeless, after spotting a meeting at the Peace 




[hree blocks from Humboldt State University, 
there is no campground, but there are campers. 
Homeless people and supporters set up camp 
Saturday evening at 11th and D Streets in Arcata. 
On Saturday, the Arcata Police Department re- 
moved the camp's Port-A-Potty. 
William Blake Silva, who participated in the dem 
onstration from the first night said after the Port- 
Organized through the People 
Project, a homeless advocacy or 
ganization, the group settled on 
the grassy lawn adjacent to the D 
Street Community Center with for people to sleep.” 
colorful signs and acoustic gui 
tars. The People Project's goal 
is to generate community sup 
ground to meet the needs of the 
homeless. 
Woody Joseph is a former Humboldt State stu 
dent who used to live on the streets and is a member 
of the organization. 
tinn te chow th 
CACasad Uae yeiwsvyy tal this is a demonstr 
place for people to sleep,” Joseph said. 
When homeless, Joseph was contronted by po 
lice and drivers honked horns, making it difficult to 
sleep through the night. Joseph sleeps in a vehicle 
because he can't afford rent in Arcata. 
show the need for a place 
A-Potty was taken out, campers 
“This is a demonstration to used friends’ bathrooms who lived 
nearby. He said campers also used 
restrooms in the University Annex 
building. 
University Police said there had 
been no complaints reported about 
Wood) Joseph the campers. Arcata Police Depart 
; . . People Project member port for a free, sustainable camp- ©———_— le a a ment did not return phone calls by 
deadline. 
Squiggy Rubio, a spokesperson for the People 
Project, said the group set a time when they will dis 
band from the encampment, but are not disclosing 
that information to the public. 
lecea Doehlimann y Humboldt State iy: pRSSA POC Tail, A PaO sae ju nior, lives 
on D Street near the encampment and said she no 
ticed the demonstration Saturday evening. She 
hasn't had any problems with the protest. 
“We had a party on Saturday and the cops were 
harassing us,’ Poehlmann said, “not them.” 
Tents were set up in a park off 11th and D Streets in Arcata, for the 35 people who began the 
  





vio : "ANGELOS 
FAMILY OWNED & 
OPERATED SINCE 1968 
 
  
‘SERVING THE COMMUNITY 
FOR 39 YEARS 
444-9644 
Dine in/Take out 
Specials: 
® 12 beers on tap 
@ Happy hour 11-5 M-F 
$1.50 Beers 
@ All you can eat buffet M-F 11-2 pm 
    
215 W. 7th Eureka CA 95501 
Wednesday, April 25, 2007 
  
  
      
  
FRENS RODY SHOP 
Specializing in Collision Repair 
  
 
651 Indianola Cutoff 
Between Arcata & Eureka 
(707) 442-2258 
Open from 8am -5:30pm Mon-Fri 
Family Owned and operated in 
Humboldt County since 1973        
     
   
: ; Union Labor 
ee Force #1596 
Direct Repar service ° i ‘ 1 ‘o 
ae ; +  I-CAR Certified 
a a oe a ee | 
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A proposed development of | 
adjacent to the Manila dunes has community mem 
bers taking action. 
On April 7th, there was an organized “Dune 
Walk-about,” where people were 
tour “of the property, and see the 
location of the planned develop 
ment, then on April 11th, there 
was a community meeting giving 
details about the development. 
Jesse Buffington, a member of 
the development’s engineering 
team at Omsberg & Preston, was 
at the meeting to answer questions 
about the proposed project. He 
said Robert Riley, the developer of 
the project, didn't feel the need to 
attend the meeting. 
“Riley thought his project was solid enough that 
Bek Brochtrup 
rcb22@humboldt.edu 
7 “green” houses 
thejackonline.org 
  
He said at the start of the meeting that the Oms 
berg & Preston office will not be directly involved in 
the project from that point on. 
invited to take a 
“Riley (the developer) 
thought his project was 
enough that he 




Omsberg & Preston, engineering team 
he didn't have to be here to defend it,” Buffington 
said. 
Attendees asked heated questions and agreed 
throughout the meeting that the development was 
not what the Manila community 
wanted and they would do what 
they could to stop it. 
The potential development is in 
a large dune area. Buffington de 
scribed the green design as cutting 
edge. The design has permeable as 
phalt; the houses are modern and 
off-set the use of energy with pas 
sive solar. The houses incorporate 
photovoltaic roofing tiles and are 
to be built with recycled materials. 
Though this was emphasized in 
the meeting, Buffington made it clear that this was 
see MANILA, pg. 12 
gredt rates. tor 
graduation parties/private parties 
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The Farm Store in Eureka held an Adoption Fair, Saturday. Sweet Pea is one of 
Redwood Horse Rescue’s animals who needs a new owner. 
Ashley Mackin 
Aladdin is a beautiful brown horse. When he 
was found at an auction yard, his hooves were sev 
en inches longer than what is considered healthy. He 
was taken to the Heart of the Redwoods Horse Res 
cue. Three years later, they found a home for him in 
Davis, where he now lives as a seeing-eye pony for a 
blind horse. 
Aladdin is just one of about six horses rescued by 
the Horse Rescue each year. The organization works 
to provide for the care and rehabilitation of neglect 
ed, abused and unwanted horses and to help them 
recover their emotional, mental and physical health” 
the group's mission statement says. 
[he Horse Rescue participates in the Adoption 
Fair, organized by the Farm Store in Eureka, twice a 
year. Held this year on April 21, the Farm Store had 
a $10 horse wash for anyone who brought in his or 
her horse. 
[he aim of the event, said Tim Shreeve, an em 
ployee of the Farm Store, is to get pets adopted 
“It's phenomenal how many pets get adopted,” 
said Shreeve. 
He enjoys getting all the rescue groups and the 
public into one place at one time, he said. 
Run by Sara and Duane Isaacson 1997, the Heart 
of the Redwoods Horse Rescue (http://redwood- 
rescue.org) takes in horses that are mistreated or too 
wild for their current owner and rehabilitates them. 
Duane said, “Wed take in more if we could, but we 
don’t have the money or the space.” 
Utilizing the belief that horses have the ability 
to heal, the goal of Heart of the Redwoods is to use 
people to help horses, and vice versa. Sara explained 
two of the ways that horses can heal people. For one, 
they reduce stress. 
Additionally, they have a game called Chasing 
Bears that builds confidence in people. 
“We give you a horse, and you take a walk into 
the woods and show the horse that you could scare 
away any bears that might be there,’ Sara said, “even 
if there are no bears, you are showing confidence 
and strength to the horse.” As a result, Sara said, the 
horse trusts you and thinks you are strong 
dansinmnki@aol.com 
The organization has programs designed for dis- 
advantaged and at-risk youth, abused children and 
adults, and abandoned children to come together 
with rehaoilitated horses for the purpose of healing. 
[hey do horse visits to adult day health care facil- 
ities and run a summer camp with horseback rides 
for special needs foster children. 
At the Adoption Fair, Sara and Duane attended 
with some of their horses. There were also a series 
of dogs up for adoption. Businesses lined the inside, 
and children screamed at the sight of all the pup- 
ples, 
While the standards for who can take a horse 
home are high, it took less than an hour and a half to 
get another horse a good home at the fair. 
 
Star the Wolf at the Adoption Fair Saturday in 
Eureka.  
thejackonline.org] 11 
& YOUR GARDEN 
DOESN’T HAVE TO BE 
Hydrogon-Hut 
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Contact 707.839.2036 www.octagonhydroponics.com 
415 5th St. Downtown Eureka (5th & E) 
(707) 269-0282 
Dancehall Massive Every Thurs! 
Wednesday 4/25: 
Groundation, by Proper Presents 
and Consience Productions 
Thursday 4/26: 
Lea MEP Acard) 
Friday 4/27: 
ublican Duck Hunters 
Wednesday 5/2: 
Great American Taxi 
(FT. Vince Herman of Leftover Salmon) 
Friday 5/4: 
High Grade Sound, Selecta Prime, King Set  
42 [community 
  
Come enjoy the fire and the winter drink specials ! 
This Months Theme Party: | 
Thursday, April 26": 
Island Party 
‘Welcome all grass skirts, coconut bras, board shorts, 
and general island attire 
DJ spinning island music up front 
BBQ out back $1.50 Beer & $2 “Island” drinks 
From 6-10 Prizes will be awarded for best costume. 
Wed: Pint Night 8-Close 





   
 
 
    Visit TJS on MySpace 
http://www.myspace.com/tobynjacks 
Wednesday, April 25, 2007 
       
        
    
 
   
 
MANILA: proposed development at the dunes 
thejackonline.org 
continued from pg. 10 
only a plan and that if the floor plan was approved, 
any type of houses could be put in, including track 
houses. 
Community members were also concerned about 
the impact that putting in a development would 
have on the plants and wildlife. Buffington said that 
what would be lost was a lot of non-native grassland, 
beach pine, and huckleberry, although the property 
is primarily sand. 
Rick Storre of Freshwater Farms, plant grower 
and consultant, is planning to rehabilitate the dunes 
after 6,500 cubic yards of dunes (about 650 dump 
truck loads) come through to make space for the 
proposed development. 
Riley is providing a pedestrian trail, which will 
be signed and posted for public use. 
The houses will be two and three-stories high, 
but because they are tucked away into the dunes 
Buffington said that they wouldn't be visible from 
the beach. The property at issue was bought in 1991, 
and while there have been past development plans, 
this one pushes the community and the law to the 
limits. 
Community members said that Riley has been 
cutting down trees without county approval. 
The Coastal Commission has not yet weighed in 
on the project. The Coastal Commission and State 
Board of Supervisors do not get involved until after 
the project is approved or denied by the planning 
commission Buffington said. The developer has re- 
quested to be considered as a “planned unit develop- 
ment,’ which would change the typical zoning regu- 
lations for that area to allow. 
The lots would be as small as 27-feet wide, and 
community members are concerned about the units 
being close together. Concerns about the project in- 
cluded a lack of parking for beachgoers, accessibility 
for fire trucks, where the drainage for the develop- 
ment would go and the state of the dunes surround- 
ing the planned development. 
Robin Stockton, a Manila resident, voiced that 
this will “open the door to bigger, more invasive 
building in this area.” Another community member 
said that with the 17 units smashed onto 3.4 acres it 
is like a Best Western hotel. 
Although the area is titled the Manila dunes, 
there was uncertainty about whether it was techni- 
cally considered a dune and how that would affect 
the zoning. If it is a dune, then the land is protected 
by the coastal act, and cannot be developed on. 
The next course of action for anyone concerned 
about the potential development is to attend the 
Humboldt Planning Commission Meeting, May 3 at 
6 p.m., at 825 5th Street in downtown Eureka. 
_ “We could have LLL LEL aK 
We chose Florida International University.” 
 
FIU’s University Graduate School offers more than 
120 degree programs at the master’s and doctoral 
levels ranging from creative writing, business and 
education to the sciences, engineering and health 
professions. FIU ranks among the top 20 best 
values in public higher education in the country, 
according to Kiplinger’s Personal Finance magazine 
2006 Survey. 
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching ranks FIU as a Research University in the 
High Research Activity category in their prestigious 
classification system. FIU is among the youngest 
universities ever to be awarded 
a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, the nation’s oldest and 
most distinguished academic 
honor society. 
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Audrey Oswald’s best throw came at the Mt. Sac Relays on April 14. Her throw 
of 183 feet is currently the top among ail Division Il competitors this year. 
Garrett Purchio 
It's not uncommon in sports for records 
to be broken repeatedly. A record that 
stood for decades could be broken two or 
three times in a span of a week or so by sev 
eral athletes. In the case of Audrey Oswald, 
it seems that every time she competes, the 
school record for the hammer throw is 
guaranteed to change. 
Oswald is a studio art junior who also 
happens to have a 
gap 13@humboldt.edu 
four years ago, she decided to focus her ef- 
forts on the hammer throw. 
Moran played a key role in Oswald's de- 
cision to attend Humboldt State. The two 
were originally paired at Portland State 
University, where Moran worked prior to 
coming to Humboldt State in the summer 
of 2004. 
Oswald, who went to Portland State af- 
ter graduating from 
knack for launching 
a metal ball several 
hundred feet into the 
field 
Sandy 
air. Track and 
head coach 
Moran said Oswald's 
abilities are bound to 
lead to gold: Olympic 
“No one can outwork Audrey. 
She’s only scratching the sur- 
face of her full potential.” 
high school in Gresh- 
am, Ore., transferred 





Sandy Moran the guarantee of a 
track and field head coach =CW throwing facili- 
 
gold, that is. 
“No one can out 
work Audrey,’ Moran said. “She's only 
scratching the surface of her full poten 
tial” 
Oswald is no stranger to fierce competi 
tion. Before dedicating herself solely to the 
hammer throw, Oswaid competed in soc 
cer, basketball, water polo, cross country 
and the discus and javelin events in high 
school. After attending a throwing clinic 
ty. There was just one 
problem: The facility 
was never built. 
Oswald contacted Moran about trans 
ferring to Humboldt State, and before long 
the two were reunited. She couldn't com 
pete in the 2005 season due to rules con 
cerning transfer athletes, but that didn't 
bother her. 
“I knew this would be a good fit for 
me,’ Oswald said. “I’m very happy with the 
to the University of 
see OSWALD, pg. I5 
Track and field coach says the 
Olympic Games are within 
reach for the junior thrower 
ee 
   
On Saturday at the Oregon Invitational in Eugene, Oswald was the only 
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reigns by the hammer 
Before dedicating 
herself to the 
hammer throw, 
Oswald played many 
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Men’s rowing takes third 
thejackonline.org 
at NCRC Championships 
Peter Daggett named coach of the year 
Garrett Purchio 
‘The Humboldt State men’s rowing team proved 
on Saturday that it's not the size of the team that mat 
ters, it’s the skill. 
Despite competing in just four races, the team 
finished third overall at the Northwest Collegiate 
Rowing Association Cham 
__gap13@humboldt.edu _ 
by only three second with a time of 6 minutes and 
22 seconds. Ontman said that any of the four teams 
competing in that race could have won. 
“It was really quick. The teams came in one right 
after another,’ Ontman said. 
The Novice 4 also placed 
pionship in Everett, Wash. second. They finished just be 
The other teams competing “The other teams had a better hind Lewis and Clark Colleg 
were Western Washington, chance because they had more with a time of seven minute 
Puget Sound, Seattle Pacific, 
Lewis and Clark, Pacific Lu 
theran, and Willamette. place third.” 
“We were only able to race 
in four events, so to come in 
third was good,’ said Arthur 
Ontman:canivart senioriands ee Seis 
member of the team. “The 
other teams had a better chance because they had 
more competitors. It was awesome to place third’ 
While the ‘Jacks did not have any teams finish 
first in their respective races, three teams finished 
in second place. The Varsity 8 race came down to 
the wire, but in the end the ‘Jacks finished behind 
competitotors. It was awesome to 
and five seconds. The Junior 
t, which is the seconc Varsity 
varsity team, also came in se 
ond place. ‘They finished wit! 
a time of seven minutes and 
Arthur Ontman 19 seconds, which was just six 
art senior and rowing team member ue ey a seconds behind the first-plac« 
finisher 
Peter Daggett, the coach of the men’s rowing a x 
team, was bestowed with the Coach of the Year ho 
or at the event. Ontman said Daggett received th 
award because of his success in turning Humboldt 
State's program into a contender with major pro 
grams throughout the region 
  




Men’s rugby falls in national quarterfinals 
It's never easy when the season ends, especial- 
ly when your team makes it deep in the national 
championship playoffs. 
For the Humboldt State men’s rugby team, the 
2007 season came to an end Saturday in a hard- 
fought game against Salisbury University. In the 
end, the ‘Jacks came up short as Salisbury defeated 
Humboldt State 33-19. The ‘Jacks won their previ- 
ous ten games before Saturday’s game. 
In the consolation bracket, Humboldt State lost 
to the University of Northern Colorado by a score 
of 35-34. 
Softball set for showdown with CSU 
Stanislaus Warriors 
After sweeping a four-game series from San 
Francisco State over the weekend, the ‘Jacks can 
look forward to a showdown with CSU Stanislaus 
for the top spot in the conference and region. 
Humboldt State did not allow a single run against 
the Gators in the series, bringing their season shut 
out total to 27 games. Meanwhile, the offense com- 
bined for 25 runs on 33 hits as the ‘Jacks won for 
the eighth time in the team’s last nine games. 
Pitchers Lizzy Prescott and Tracy Motzny each 
recorded two victories in the series. The duo have 
27 and 20 wins, respectively. 
Sophomore first baseman Natalie Galletly led 
the offense as she drove in eight runs on nine hits   in the four games. Meanwhile, the Gators’ offense 
managed just 14 hits against the ‘Jacks. 
Heading into this weekend’s series in Arcata, | 
Humboldt State has a 47-6 overall record and is 25 
3 in the California Collegiate Athletic Association. 
In contrast, the Warriors enter the four-game | 
series with a 25-7 record in the CCAA and are 43 
9 overall. 
The two teams split their two previous meet 
ings. The Warriors shutout the ‘Jacks 3-0 on Feb. | 
4. Humboldt State returned the favor on April | 
with a 2-0 shutout. Both games were played at CSU 
Stanislaus. 
With only two games separating the two teams, 
it’s clear that there will be more on the line than just 
bragging rights. At stake is the top seed in the con 4 
ference tournament, which will take place‘on May ; 
3-5 at the Humboldt State softball field. Both teams 4 
have already clinched berths in the tournament, as & 
have the UC San Diego 'Tritons. : 
‘The top seed in the region is just as, if not more, 
important as the top conference seed. ‘The top team | 
in the region hosts the regional tournament, which 
decides the team that moves on to the national 
championship tournament. Humboldt State won 
its lone national championship in 1999, 
Saturday's doubleheader will begin at noon. On 
Sunday, which is also the final regular season home 
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OSWALD: Thrower breaks school record five times 
continued from pg. 13 
training I have here.” 
That training has resulted in national promi- 
nence. Oswald currently ranks first among Division 
IT hammer throwers with a throw of 183 feet even, 
which she set on April 14 at the Mt. Sac meet in Wal- 
nut. Only two throwers finished ahead of Oswald at 
that meet. One attends the University of Southern 
California, a Division I school. The other was Caltha 
Seymour, a hammer thrower trying to make it to the 
Moran said she is certain that Oswald will contin- 
ue to set new records throughout the rest of this sea- 
son and next. Oswald has already broken the school 
hammer throw record at least five times since she 
began competing for Humboldt State last spring. 
Moran said that if she could describe Oswald in 
one word it, would be “determined, given that her 
work ethic is unlike anything she has seen before. 
“That kid doesn’t give up and she will work her 
2008 Olympics in 
Beijing, China. 
On Saturday at 
the Oregon Invita- 
tional in Eugene, 
Oswald _ finished 
in eighth place 
“All my life I’ve wanted to be at the highest level 
in what I do. I’m a very competitive person.” 
way to the top,’ 
Moran said. “No 
matter what it is, 







hammer throw focused 
  with a throw of 
170 feet, 5 inches. 
While she didn't place as high as she is accustomed 
to, she was the only Division II competitor to place 
in the final round. 
To give you an idea of the difference in competi- 
tion levels, take Oswald’s performance on April 7 at 
the Johnny Mathis Invitational in San Francisco. She 
took the top spot with a throw of 182 feet, 4 inches. 
[he second place throw was only 151 feet, four inch 
es, a full 31 feet shorter than Oswald's throw. 
on improving her 
’ technique and fin- 
ishing first at the National Collegiate Athletic As- 
sociation Championships in May. She said between 
school and competing she has little free time, but she 
doesn't view it in a negative way. She likes to think 
of it as a “simple and focused” life that will lead to 
greater things down the road. 
“All my life I’ve wanted to be at the highest level 
in what I do,” Oswald said. “I’m a very competitive 
person.” 
Want to comment on this story? 
Post it at thejackonline.org! 
Russell L. Davis, D.D.S. 
Family Dentistry 
HSU STUDENTS WELCOME! 
Preventive & Restorative Care 
Nitrous Oxide Available 
950 I Street Arcata, CA 95521 822-0525 
- thejackonline.org| 15 
  
  




* glass art 
4; . * huge selection of disc 
Gh Qua golf accessories 
ee ee a ae el gel age gg gl 
815 9th St., Arcata 
822-7420         
GRADUATION 2007 
SATURDAY, MAY PB, 2007 
THIRD FLOOR, JAC OBY’S STOR EHOUSE 
ON THE PLAZA, IN ARCATA, CALIFORNIA 
707-826-0860 
4:00 PM TO 9:00 PM 




CHILDREN (2 & UNDER) $4     
GOUR MET BUFFET SERVED FROM 
ASIAN MEDLEY SALAD (VEGAN) 
MIXED GREENS, SHREDDEDRED & NAPA 
SERVED WITH ALIGHT W ASABI-VINAIGRETT 
MIXED GREEN SALAD (VEGETARIA 
MIXED GREED TOSSEDIN ABRUZZI H( f 
C APRESE SALAD (VEGETARIAN) 
FRESH MOZZERELLA AND FRESH TOMAT 
SUC COTASH (VEGAN) 
) 
pr . . mir CAL ET AD} AIF RF G. SERVE H \ F ( ROUT( 
1 aA ANID RA AKA AICRETTH 
H BA AND BALSAMIC VINAIGRETTE 
GRILLED VEGETABLE & ARTICHOKE SALAD (VEGAN) 
GRILLED VEGETABLES AND ARTICHOKES SER\ EDWITH AROASTED GARLIC VINAIGRETTE 
ROASTED FRESH CORN, CARMELIZED ONION AND ROASTED PEPPERS 
R OASTED RED POTATOES (VEGAN) 
RED POTATOES OVEN-ROASTEDIN OLIVE OIL AND TOSSED WITH FRESH ROSEMARY 
W ILD MUSHROOM LASAGNA (VEGETARIAN) 
W il D MUSHROOMS, CARMELIZED ONIONS, FRESH HERBS AND RICOTTA AND PARMESAN CHEESESLAYERED 
W ITH HOUSE-MASDE LASAGNA NOODLES AND A BECHAMEL SAUCE AND FINISHED WITH BLACK TRUFFLE OIL 
EGGPLANT PARMESAN (VEGETARIAN) 
THICK SLICES OF EGGPLANT COATED WITH PARMESAN CHEESE, BREAD CRUMBS AND FRESH HERBS, SERVED 
WITH MARINARA AND MELTED MOZZERELLA 
GRILLED LEMON —-BASIL CHICKEN 
GRILLED CHICKEN BREAST MARINATED IN LEMON AND FRESH BASIL 
GRILLED SALMON 





PRIME R 1B R OAST (CARVED TO ORDER) 
1\OICE GRADE PRIME RIB SERVED AU JUS OR WITH HORSERADISH ¢ 
Or ARS 
NCATIVI 
ASSORTED HOUSE-MADE CHEESECAKES AND CHOCOLATE CAKE 
BEVERAGES 
COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE, DECAF, ANDHOT TEA 




Local models raise 
money for charity 
Marianne Donovan 
if mkd18@humboldt.edu 
Twelve Humboldt County women, 12 natural loca- 
tions, and 12 charities make up the upcoming 2008 Hum- 
boldt Honey calendar. Humboldt State graduate, Kyana 
Taillon who specializes in outdoor portraiture, will pho 
tograph one woman for each month. Each model choos 
es their local charity of choice to donate the profits of the 
calendar to. The models were chosen in October of 2006 
after an application process. The calendars will be avail 
able this coming September. 
Some of the Humboldt Honeys attend Humboldt State 
and are proud to represent this county. Mabe! Jimenez- 
Hernandez, journalism major, explains her process about 
the calendar. She found a discrete ad in ‘The Lumberjack 
last year and went to the Web site to inquire more about 
it. She ended up answering some questions and turned in 
some photos of herself. She was then chosen. “Early this 
year was when the picture was taken, on one of the coldest 
days, off Highway 299 toward Willow Creek on the side 
of the read. It was snowy, icy, and wintry, it had a creek 
and lots of icicles.” She described some of the other wom 
en’s clothing choices and said, “I showed a little more, | 
am comfortable with modeling.” Everyone's personality 
shows through in their photographs. 
She is considering Healthy Moms to be charity of 
choice but is still undecided. She is interested in any char 
ities that help people directly, and if there are any local 
charities that can benefit please contact her. A Humboldt 
Honey to Mabel, “means a woman who is secure, confi 
dent, not afraid to get dirty, will go out and enjoy nature, 
and appreciates the Humboldt beauty and themselves. 
Shaved armpits or not you can be a Humboldt honey.’ 
Another model, mayor of Arcata, Harmony Groves 
chose the North Coast Environmental Center to donate 
her portion of the proceeds. She was photographed in 
the redwood forest and explained that it was “along side a 
creek on the Avenue of the Giants in about October and it 
was a lot of fun.’ She chose more a conservative attire, “I 
did not doa risque photo shoot, mine was defiantly more 
tame.” And she described a Humboldt Honey as “some 
   features 
  
 
The 2008 Humboldt Honey calendar models at the beach 
body with a big smile and have a good sense of who they 
are.’ 
Shaye Harty, an active member in Arcata’s Economic 
Development committee, a chair person for the Nort! 
ern Humboldt Greens, and a part of the County Cour 
cil of the Humboldt Green Party. Harty found about thi 
calendar by following Kyana’s work in Arts! Arcata. Har 
ty explains, “She is such a brilliant photographer. I knew 
that if I made it into the calendar, they would be some 
of the most beautiful pictures I have ever taken. She has 
such a great eye for capturing light and emotion in her 
c 
subjects.” As a part of the appli 
the town looking fabulous for Arts! Arcata, as she is in 
sweaty pair of yoga pants to go buy organic veggies at th 
farmers’ market after yoga class.’ 
Hayley Brick, heard about the Humboldt Honey ¢ 
endar from her husband, he read about the contest in o1 
of the local newspapers. She then went to the Web site for 
the details. She will donate to the North Coast Rape Crisis 
Center. She explained that she and Kyana went down to 
Benbow for the photo shoot. Brick spent some time in the 
freezing Eel River on a clear and beautiful day. “I want 
ed to be photographed in the river because it is a place 
where | feel that I am a part of 
cation process, Harty went out 
on her own photo shoot to find | hope to do my 
the best shots to submit into the 
contest. She stated, “It was also 
very introspective to write the 
essay of why I am a Humboldt 
Honey. By putting my feelings 
about Humboldt into words, 
I feel I have gained an even higher appreciation for our 
county and all the wonderful things it has to offer.” She is 
very proud to be a Humboldt Honey and to be a part of 
something that brings the community together. 
She chose Fern Canyon because if any place feels mag 
ical in Humboldt County it would be there. She explained 
that whenever someone comes to visit her in Humboldt 
“Tam 
blessed that I get to take my photos in such a beautiful 
County, she takes him or her to Fern Canyon. 
setting,’ she said. 
Her photos have not yet been taken but she explained 
that she would love to do her photo shoot in a little hid 
den waterfall that is carved out the side of the canyon. “] 
hope to do my shoot in May, and we'll see what | wear 
or don't wear.” To Harty “A Humboldt Honey is a strong, 
beautiful, independent woman who carries herself tall yet 
always walks lightly on the planet. She is an activist, work 
ing to ensure that Humboldt stays the beautiful and wild 
space that it is. She is just as comfortable going out on 
we'll see what I wear or don’t wear.” 
all living things but I can also 
shoot in May, and imagine that I am completely 
alone, very much the same wa\ 
I feel as a resident of Humboldt 
County. “It was not a require 
Shave Harty ment, | chose to wear nothing’ 
Humboldt Hones [he icy water was the most el 
egant dress I have ever worn. | 
wanted to be as natural as possible” A Humboldt Hon 
ey to Brick is every woman in this county who loves and 
cares for the land and her neighbors. She states that we 
should all love the land we live on because without it we 
would be nowhere and we should all love one another be 
cause without that kind of relationship we can never hop« 
to be a wholesome and complete community. 
All of these women are proud to be a part of this cal 
endar and to be a Humboldt Honey. ‘To support the local 
charities purchase a calendar, and, “When you buy the cal 
endar, you are helping support the comimunity programs 
that all the Honeys believe in and help us all make a dif 
I 
i 
farance here in HMimhaldt” 
bCPCTICE VCO bid PAUTTIVOIGL, 
hopes that this calendar becomes a tradition and that ey 
ery year we can meet new Honeys and be that much more 
connected to one another and our environment. To meet 
the other eight women, go to their Web site at www.hum 
boldthoney.org 
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College of the Redwoods student Eli Grant sings with Pato Banton 
Living sustainable doesnt 
mean that you have to change 
who you are or be the stereotypi 
cal environmentalist 
[here are small things that 
anyone can do to be more sustain 
able said Alex Fonseca, Humboldt 
State clubs coordinator and SLAM 
fest advisor. This is the largest stu 
dent-run event, it is also club and 
can be taken for credit at HSU. 
Ihe Sustainable Living Arts 
and Music Festival, or better 
known as the SLAM fest just had 
its 12th year. Although Ben Da 
vis, co-director of the festival and 
many others were hoping for good 
weather the festival still went on 
even though it was rainy. 
Ihe goal of the festival is to 
bring the community together 
with the topic of sustainability in 
a place where everyone can enjoy 
themselves, said Davis. At the fes 
tival there were two stages, one 
for speakers and workshops and 
Dorothy Cronin 
dpc9@humboldt.edu 
another for music. Workshop's 
included Green Campus, tours 
of the new recreation and CCAT 
buildings. 
The three aspects of sustain 
ability are to reduce, renew and 
recycle. Jennifer Kline of the 
Campus Recycling program said 
that they work with the SLAM 
fest to make it a zero-waste-event. 
We try and make it really hard to 
throw away garbage and really 
easy to recycle, and we do this by 
having a visual queue, such as big 
recycling bins and small trash 
cans, said Kline. Kline said they 
are hoping to start composting 1n 
the dormitories next year. 
Max Unger, President and 
founder of the “Focus the Nation,” 
was at SLAM fest urging the com 
munity to be concerned about 
Global Climate Change. We want 
to involve people nationwide to 
participate in discussing positive 
solutions for global awareness 
“We want to be a sponge, soaking 
up information, finding out what 
people think and cast a positive 
future and think of global warm 
ing in a more positive way’, said 
Unger. 
At the Arcata and Eureka Re- 
cycling Center booth there were 
games to promote sustainable liv 
ing. Andrea Lanctot, Humboldt 
State environmental science stu 
dent, said they had educational 
games such as sorting trash from 
recycling, how to re-use bottles, 
a mock landfill and a chart to see 
how sustainable you are called an 
ecological footprint. 
Larry Goldberg for Ford Harp 
er Motors was letting the commu 
nity test drive the Ford Escape Hy 
brid. Every time you hit the breaks 
it recharges the batteries, it's more 
efficient for the future, said Gold 
berg. If you have this vehicle you 
SEE Slamfest pg. 18 
thejackonline.org) 17 
Epiple aru 7 Fotists Presents the Pourstesnth. firuak 
SIERRA NEVADA Wortp MUSIC FESTIVAL    
  
a SUMMER SOLSTICE Be Won PEACE CELEBRATION 
JUNE 22. 23 & 24 ~ e BOONVILLE, CALIFORNIA   yLJS INE < } JImMI>s SS Mees 
THREE “Day Music & CAMPING STIVAL FEATURING 
  
THE EVER ‘BEST INR OOTS REGGAE & WORLD MUSIC 
Oa EE AAI. Nita, 
BUNNY WATLER “TOOTS & THE MAYTALS - CARLINHOS BROWN 
[LUCIANO - OJOS DE BRUJO - LES NUBIANS 
SIERRA LEONE’S REFUGEE ALL STARS - TURBULENCE 
| JUNIOR KELLY TONY REBEL - DERRICK MORGAN 
THE ETHIOPIANS THE MAYTONES QUEEN IFRICA 
CLINTON FEARON - EARL ZERO- RASTRILLOS - STONE LOVE 
DOWNBEAT THE RULER - CHEZIDEK - MARKUS JAMES 
NIYORAH - ABJA- YAHADANAI! - ABA SHAKA! 
MARK WONDER - ELIJAH EMANUEL MALIKA MADREMANA| 
KUSUN EI ENSEMBLE _SAMBADA MORE ARTISTS TBA! 
rWo STAG IT Os AN EHA DANCE t T Fe -UPES i 
| AR FRAT t VILLAGE K Ex >A T FAMILY ¢ are >
alma os wea 
TICKETS on Sus Now! 3: DAY Peetu. $125 ADVANCE| 
CAMPING ~ $50 PER CAR ~ $125 PER BUS/RV| 
AVAILABLE THROUGH MAIL ORDER, INDEPENDENT OUTLETS & ticketmaster | 
SEND CHECK/M.O.& STAMP: SNWMF - PO BOX 208 - RYDE, CA 95680 | 
Kips 12 & UNDER FREE W/ PAID ADULT. ONE CAMPING TICKET PER VEHICLE. 
ON-SITE CAMPING tits 3-DAY ae OLOENS ONLY. RAIN OR SHINE! NO Docs! 
a a a ee | 
ICKETS 2 AVAILABLE | 4T THE METRO- ARCATA & WILD HORSE RECORDS - GARBER | 
SNDee eS 8 ee 
35 so€ > | 
Urban Style Productions 
Presents 
Friday May I 1, 2007 
    
  
(8. More INFO ONLINE WWW.SNWMF.COM HOTLINE 916-77   
@Indigo  '* 
bE SB d=) ok Bb) 
a 
te CEL Ome 
and at www.groovetickets.com 
Nae 
949-8 13-2830 
AY Bp hes: :] 
www.urbanstyleproductions.com 
Py ee  
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CARMELA’S 
MEXICAN RESTAURANT 
DING IN OR TAKE OUT S 
“SOUTH-OF-THE BORDER TASTE 
; FOR THE NORTH COAST!” 
ATR OAC LEC KS 
MUO) IE 
  
   
   
10% OFF 
of any Meal 
ITH : 
ete Lunch Specials Everyday! 
AVM Thy 
ar TTT) 
ENJOY OUR FAMOUS 
MARGARITAS! 
Happy Hour from 3:30 to 5:30 
1917 Sth Street, 1701 Central Ave. 
Eureka 442-1929 Mckinleyville 839-2435 
Open Daily llam - 9pm 
RS 
EVOLUTION CENTER 
4\0 RAILROAD AVE, BLUE LAKE 
(707) 668-1781 www. greenlifefamily.com 
[(Oam-Bpm Mondays +hrn Saturdays 
PF sig re on Sundays 
100% organic vegan raw 
Music 7 & café and market 
CLASSES 7 FAMILY? HEALING 
COMMUNITY » LOVE 
Cbebrating Life in the Right 
 
  
    
    
  
  
     
    
   
     
 
SLAMFEST: 
continued from pg. 17 
can get a HOV (High Occupancy 
Vehicle) sticker so you can drive 
in a fast lane (car-pool lane) even 
if you're the only person. “This 
car could be driven 16 times from 
here to Los Angeles (6,000 miles) 
and pollute the air just as much 
as a gas lawnmower runs for one 
hour,’ said Goldberg. 
Along with the information- 
al booths about sustainability the 
Humboldt State Calypso Band, 
Steel-Toed Slippers, AkaBella, 
Thicker Than Thieves and Pato 
Banton preformed. 
Pato Banton spoke on behalf 
 
  
of sustainability before his per- 
formance, urging people to treat 
our planet well and “look within, 
at who you really are and follow 
your destiny.’ “ 
“! think about what I eat, | 
don't litter, recycle, | am careful 
with electricity and I write songs 
about mother earth. I really be- 
lieve in this festival and I would 
come back next year if they asked 
me, said Banton. I think that 
Mother Nature gives warnings 
about disasters and we as humans 
need to be more considerate with 
nature, said Banton. 
thejackonline.org 
  
Eli Grant, a College of the 
Redwoods Student got on stage 
with Banton and preformed blank 
“Pato put on an amazing show, it 
was a big rush for me be up on 
stage with him and it was awe- 
some to get to sing with him.” 
Along with several sponsors 
Associated Students gives a lot 
of money for the SLAM fest, said 
Davis. “Everyone there was hav- 
ing a good time, enjoying the fes- 
tival despite the weather, it really 
completed the day to have Pato’, 
said Rose Robin, co-director and 
Humboldt State student. 
  
 
OONE DESERVES / 
6:00 Film Screening: Concrete and Sunshine 
Der ee 
~ %F:00 Keynote Ashanti Alston 
Former political prisoner and Blact 
Alston will dialogue with us about 
ij how it 
the 
Panther Party member Ashant 
prison industrial complex 
atfects our communities 
, 8:00 Voices from the Inside 
electra hto1@ MB) ania aaa Lect. ; at Pelican Bay State Prison, located just 6 
h of HSU, will be read by stude 
community ORT sta Rte oe)  
Frustrated With 
HSU's Email? 
HSU is exploring options 
for improving its email and 
calendaring systems. 
Tell us what's important to 
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Fire on the Art Quad 
Loud drums, cops, and great rings of fire 
  
Milo Shumpert’ Appel 
__swagpenguin@yahoo.com 
Eli March turned to fire shortly after he picked up juggling a year and a half 
ago. The Humboldt State student has juggled harmless objects and fiery torch- 
es ever since. 
March and the Humboldt Circus came to Humboldt State April 19, present- 
ing drumming and fire dancing on the Art Quad in front of the Van Duzen 
Theatre 
A crowd gathered for a fiery display of juggling, poi, staff work, and a swing- 
ing ball on the end of a chain. Samba drumming drowned out the sound of 
spectators guitars and hand drums and stirred up the crowd early in the show. 
Noise complaints quelled the music as the night wore on, but the fire dancing 
continued well toward midnight 
Close to a dozen performers of varying pyro-carney experience, twirling 
burning objects and dancing to thundering drum lines, came as a surprise to 
many. 
“This is awesome. What the hell is this?” said accidental spectator Erik Myx- 
ter. [he performers burned white gas, paid for mostly from their own pockets. 
[he night wore on as performers set rings of fire on the ground, juggled burn- 
ing sticks back and forth over brave volunteers, tossed burning staffs to flare up 
above everyone’ heads, and occasionally set themselves on fire. 
“Most performers have received minor burns,’ said March, adding that none 
have been severe or permanent. Performer Jeremiah Jonston said he makes his 
own Staffs, torches and devil sticks out of wood, as metal is more likely to cause 
burns. 
[his kind of modern fire dancing developed trom the art of Poi, a dance in 
volving swinging balls on ropes in circular patterns, originally practiced by the 
Maori people of New Zealand. 
[he art has spread across the world, developing an emphasis on fire. The 
dance is typified by women using Poi, fiery balls on the ends of thin ropes, and 
men handling staffs engulfed in flame. March has practiced fire dancing for the 
last year. 
“It's prayiding people with community,’ he said of the five performances he's 
given before. 
UPD dispatched officers to the Art Quad in response to a*noise complaint 
made at 10:15 p.m. Once the noise quieted down, the officers took a moment to 
enjoy the show. “Id like to thank the UPD for being cooperative,” March said. 
Participation in the art of fire dancing has grown with the last few perfor- 
mances, said Johnston.“It’s an extension of juggling and performing.” 
Though the circus tends to decentralize over the summer break, it's not too 
late to catch what the performers have in store. 
Members of Humboldt Circus will perform at the starting of the Kinetic 
Sculpture Race on May 27, and there's no doubt that fire dancing will continue 
to emerge spontaneously on the North Coast 
  
  







the yoga of awareness 
as taught by yogi bhajan 
with Guru Gopal Kaur 
107.476.9343 joancarol@mac.com   
Monday Wednesday & Friday 
6:30PM to 8:00PM 
Sacred Palace - upstairs 
516 Sth Street, Eureka 
$10 per class or $40 for 5 classes   
    
If you cant see god in all, 
you cant see god at all 
Yogi Bhajan   
Ole mY (e Tie 
Video Stores 




Middle East PvS Pages 
Bollywood Pv 
Gay Cinema cet eT) 
Reggae Film Noir 
ET ea ey AY Tolar Baie t 33 
Classic International Classic Jazz 
Independent Classics Psychotronic 
Depression Era Classics French New Wave 
For a limited time TONE & . 
» Bet ONE FREE 
Cut this ad out. Bring it in & SA
VE. 
‘ free rental must be 
equal or ast G
ood through June 
31,2007 
WATT NNT aT eal 
eee 
CUT MMC U dati rst aor 
(a rarity these days) 
not your average Video Store 
Samoa & G Street, Arcata- 826-1105 vxflix.com 
 thejackonline.org 
Art show for newbies and the 
seasoned alike 
            
  
hess 
Sst nl caossge ee rts COO taint ia iy a8 6 
i tCPS ected 
  
Milo Shumpert’ Appel 
swagpenguin@yahoo.com 
When an association aimed at equal opportunity steps into the realm of competition the result is every 
thing from lush shorelines'to absurd parodies of American culture. 
While the Redwood Arts Association, Humboldt County’s oldest artist organization, aims year round to 
create equal opportunities for artists of all ages and degrees of experience, the Spring Exhibition is a more 
competitive event, with a professional judge and cash prizes awarded. 
The works of local artists are exhibited at the Morris Graves Museum of Art from April 19 to May 26. The 
event's highlight will be the award show on May 5, from 6 to 9 p.m. 
The Redwood Arts Association is a 51-year-old nonprofit aimed at providing opportunity for local artists. 
“Our mission,’ former president Julia Bednar said, “has always been to encourage artists and help them 
exhibit their work in a professional setting.” 
‘The art on display ranges from detailed paintings of the lush landscape of the North Coast's sealine to a 
caricature of a cow symbolically equipped with a revolver for a head and the back half of a space shuttle for 
a tail mounted by a wooden house with arms donning patriotic paint stands among the most abstract of the 
presentations. 
Wildberries Marketplace is credited with sponsoring the Spring Exhibition, but the prize money comes 
from many sources. 
“Twenty-four businesses and individuals gave award money, RAA President Roy Grieshaber wrote in 
an e-mail. Art for this exhibit comes from the organization's 350 members, who pay an annual membership 
fee of $50. 
The Redwood Arts Association’s 49th Annual Spring Exhibition is the most competitive of the three 
events the RAA puts on each year. 
“We always get judges from out of the area, which hopefully takes out the bias,” said RAA board member 
and former president Jack Sewell. 
Judging this year is distinguished art consultant Wanda Hansen. Hansen worked as a consultant for the 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial in Washington, D.C. and California’s $700,000 “Arts in Public Buildings” 
program. Of the 183 works of art submitted for this event, 82 are exhibited. 
‘The RAA has raised $2,780 in prize money. ‘The Best in Show will get $500, and the Best of Show Pho 
tography $400, said Greishaber. This is the only one of the RAAs exhibits with an annual gallery, and cash 
prizes are higher for this exhibition. The summer and fall shows make space in unused store fronts, set up 
with the help of volunteers. ‘This is a much more competitive exhibition, Sewell said. “People try to put theit 
best work in.” 
[his exhibition promises a wide variety of art from the local area, with everything from paintings to 
three-dimensional works and photography. Artistic expression is limited only by size and what may be ap 
propriate for family viewing. Judges see beginner's pieces next to professionals. 
“They don't know whos beginning and who’ a professional, they just judge each piece,’ Bednar said. ‘The 
RAA aims some day to create a large arts center on the North Coast, but for the time being the organization 








   
  
Lindsay Brokaw 
Counterclockwise from foreground: “Thoth” by Sandy Factor, a mixed media sculpture, “Donde 
Jugaran Los Nifios” by Victor Hernandez, a mixed media sculpture, “Cloud Jar” by Diane 
Sondereger in ceramic raked raku. Previous page, counterclockwise from foreground: “Dolores 
Huerta” by Susie Laraine in clay pottery, “Dragons of Eden” by Thom Comstock in acrylic, ink, 
wood, and metal, “Dance of Her Ancestors” by Jean C. Hawkins, “Late Winter in Loleta Valley” by 
Theresa Oats. 








OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
8:00AM TO 5:30 PM 
MOST CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
  
Lubricants    
e COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR ° TIRES ° 
SMOG - BRAKE - LAMP CERTIFICATION 
822-1975 
1903 HEINDON RD. 
ARCATA 
3.00 ' $3.00 
OFF : OFF 
Lube, Oil, & Filter ::Smog Inspection! 












All other types too! 
“NO BANK LINES! 
rlandi Valuta Service 
Open Monday-Friday 
10-6 * Saturday 10-3 
1102 5th Street 





706 GUST ARCATA GA DSS52i 
82200414   
Christina Chad B.D 
ee 
1 O\TYWINTa A NID \ A IS 
1 
J OWINEDFAIN DIO RERVAWTIED): 
I 
LY] | TUSCAN ULSL 
L£nAsiUI JLAASLN 
Hours Sun.8& a Mon.8-11, 
Tue through Thur 8- Fri. and Sat. 8-1:30! 
9069900000000000000    
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Music w/ Dave Wilson Curtis & Dave Wines 
At the Classical, Jazz, & Spanish Guita Pouring New Releases 
Wine Bar: Sat. April 28" + 6-9. PM Tue, May I+ 5-7 PM 
No Cover $5 per person 
Locally Produced & International Wines 
   
  
Artist Open House 
Feat. Jay Brown 
N Fri, April 27" «6-9 PM 
CO Complimentary Appetizers 
Mead, Kegs, Imported Beer & Microbrew Sake 
 
8th Street on the Plaza. Arcata * 825-7596     
Capitol Steps 
A performance that“...brings chuckle$&.. ‘rave 
reviews...guffaws...and bipartisan 
grins all around.” 
4/27 
The Wall Street Journal 
  
The Eroica Trio 
“Just as in their successful Carnegie Hall debut and 
smash-hit CD release, these women demonstrate that on 
musical merits they have earned their foothold on the very 
highest rung of the profession.” 
4 / 2 9 The Wall Street Journal 
Loeillet Trio Sonata No. 2 in B minor 
Shostakovich Trio in E minor for piano and strings, No. 2, Op. 67 




“America’s favorite choral ensemble” 
The New Yorker 
a | | 
0/06 
rs Angelique Kidjo 
“Kidjo demands your undivided attention with her 
electrifying stage presence and forceful voice.” 
& / 1 0 NEW DATES Village Voice 
    
    
 
Disability accommodations may be available’Gontact.GenterArts,formore infos 
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RUCUST 2A WTH & STH Zan 7 
MMH RANCH/FRENCHS CAMP HUMeOLOT 
Se td 
ee 
MORGAN HERITAGE . FANTAN MOIRA 
GROUNDATION . HEAVYWEIGHT DUB CHAMPION 
Sa tt 
SS se ed 
ee es 
TICKETS ON SALE now 
a ea ee 
att Tee 
2 ORO. Bas 
Peonle Produc Th KMUD FM Radio & Passion Presents 
ACH an SY 
Pa ae 
ARCATA COMMUNITY CENTER 
SUNDAY MAY 13th 
$38 advanced $40 door 18+ doorsepen7PM music 8PM 
for info CALL THE PEOPLE 923-4599 pneonieproductions.net 
_HSU Ree ee SPORTS PRESENTS 
What, no more tennis courts? 
Table Tennis 
Tournament 
Forbes Complex, West Gym 
n\ 
oe sil oe 
$7 iG: SINGLES DIVISION 
beginning, intermediate and advanced 
TO REGISTER 
Visit FC 151 or Greenhouse board shop in Arcata 
Community and students welcome 
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Bids of prey on display at Godwit Days 
photos by A. Dominic Efferson-text by John 
  
(Above) Jami Johnsen, education manager of Wildlife Images, holds a Ferruginous Hawk (Buteo 
regalis). These raptors are found in a broad swath from Southern Canada to Texas, mostly 
concentrated in the Great Basin and Great Plains. They can reach sizes of two feet long with a 
wingspan of over four feet, and weigh between three and seven pounds. 
(Top Right) A Great Horned Owl 
(Bubo virginianus). Standing about 
two feet tall with a three-to-four-foot 
wide wingspan, these five pound 
birds are found all over North 
America and parts of central and 
South America. While wild owls 
usually live for 12-15 years, captive 
birds have lived as long as 38.   
(Far Right) Phoenix, the Goiden 
Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). These 
birds are found in mountainous 
regions and other rugged terrain 
where updrafts are created. Their 
range extends from North America 
to Europe, Asia and North Africa. 
Their diet consists of mostly small 
mammals, and they reach sizes of 
3 feet tall with a seven foot wide 
wingspan, weiging up to 15 pounds. 
They can swoop in on prey at over 
200 miles per hour. Phoenix is in 
his mid-30s and could live for over 
50 years. 
(Right) A Swainson’s Hawk (Buteo 
swainsoni). Found mainly in the 
western plains, these raptors 
migrate as far away as South 
America in the winter. They stand 
around two feet tall and have 
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Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner 
8 AM to Midnight 
On the Plaza 744 9th Street 
822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome 
www.     
Trailer Park Mondays 
Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, 
Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs, 
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles, 
Bud in the Can, Jello Shots 
~ Oly Specials 
lrish Pub Wednesdays 
Corned Beef & Hash, 
Lamb Chops, Portabella, 
Shepherd’s Pie, Fish n’ Chips, 
Steamer Clams, Cheese Fries, 
lrish Flag Shots, Guiness, 
50¢ off Irish Whiskeys 
2 ae ee eee com 
Two For Tuesday 
8am to 3pm 
Buy 1 Get 1 1/2 Price 
4om t idnight 
$35 Dinner Special 
2 Dinner Entrees 
1 Appetizer 
1 Bottle of Horse wine 
Poaha Luau Thursdays 
Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke, 
Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut 
Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken 




j y, \ int Ca sit) 
Fiesta Grill & Cantina 
3525 Janes Rd 
822-4600 fe 
Bar: 822-1413 feet 
Closed Sunday {ff 
M,T, W 11-9 Rae 
Th, F, S 11-10 % 
Upcoming Shows 
‘ti, _ 850 Crescent Way 
Sunday, April 29th 
ents 
(Crear ” MeL) 
mar cs 
MS Neoy J 
(rock from NC - fs aa he 
The Fiesta Grill & 
Cantina is open for 
lunch and dinner 
and has its 
Srl Maem CUT 
Clima casi (silt 
aU (e ore emer 
food, along with 
a full bar sporting 
Boont Amber, IPA: 
MCA ae 
Organic, Great 
White, and 70 
a7 tomo Cat ie 
from Silver to 
Afejo. The Sports 
Lounge features 
four TVs and a 
jukebox. 
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China warns U.S. piracy case could hurt trade interests- After 
the U.S. filed complaints with the World Trade Organization claim- 
ing rampant piracy of films, music and software was adding signif- 
icantly to the trade defecit, China's Vice Premeir Wu Yi stated that 
China has made notable gains in controlling piracy. He also warned 
that these complaints will “badly damage” economic cooperation 
  
“between the two countries. Underscoring the problem was the re- 
cent surfacing of DVDs on Chinese streets claiming to be “Spider- 
man 3,’ which is still two weeks from premeir in theaters. 
China recently implemented 14 new laws on intellectual property 
rights and how to handle violations, and claims that 988 people 
were arrested for intellectual property infringment last year. 
information courtesy of scientificamerican.com 
International science team announces discovery of inhabit- 
able planet- Using the European Southern Observatory’s 3.6-me 
ter telescope, scientists from Switzerland, France and Portugal 
have discovered the most earth-like planet to date. Located 20.5 
light years away in the Libra constellation, the planet orbits the 
red-dwarf star Gliese 51 and is estimated to be 50 percent larger 
than Earth with temperatures ranging from 32-104 degrees fahr 
enheit. Given the relative size of the host star and the planet's 
proximity to it, the team believes there’s a chance liquid water is 
present on the planet, a key element in sustaining life. However, 
it would take light-speed travel for any life-form from either plan- 
et to make contact. Even travelling at one-million miles per hour 
would take 15,000 years to cover the distance. 
information courtesty of wired.com, themalaysiasun.com, zeenews 
international.com, and space.com. 
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a i saitieieiad Bath 
and Skin Care Products, 
Bubble Bath, Talcum Powder, 
and Potpourri. ’ 
We will ship your Mother’s Day ah re 
anywhere in the contiguous U.S. for $5.00 
1031 H St. * Arcata * 822-3450 * www.bubbles- arcata.com 
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Vote and get heard 
When news of a student fee increase came to light 
in March, many students asked President Rollin Rich- 
mond to bring it to a student vote. He refused, and 
cited low voter turnout and general apathy as the rea- 
son. 
After eight percent of the student body voted in 
the Associated Students election last year, Richmond's 
statement is understandable. Why should he bring the 
fee increase to a student referendum if only 600 peo- 
ple voted last year? Students who clamor for change 
need to back their statements up. They need to get out 
and vote. 
This year AS took it upon themselves to put the fee 
increase on the student ballot. They want 40 percent 
of the student body to vote. Help choose your student 
leaders, and voice your opinion on the fee increase. 
AS elections run until Thursday, and students can 
vote by logging on to WebReg. 
Last semester student anger over increasing class 
sizes and lecturer layoffs reached the CSU Board of 
Trustees. This semester, students delivered over 200 
letters to Board of Trustees Chair Roberta Achten- 
berg, while people stood in the pouring rain to make 
sure she heard their message. 
Now more than ever, if we want to be taken seri- 
ously by an administration that disregards student in- 
put, we must put our voices to use. We must prove 
to the adeninisetation that were not just passionate 
young people. Whatever your opinion may be on an 
issue, Lhe Lumberjack editorial board challenges you 
to turn it into a vote. 
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We are the Humboldt Circus Organization, you 
may have seen us perform or just heard our call. 
The Humboldt Circus is a Humboldt State club rec- 
ognized by the university and has been so for nearly 
eight years. 
The Humboldt Circus is a self-supported non- 
profit organization. Every semester the members 
of Humboldt Circus put hundreds of dollars of their 
own money into show production. As a club the 
Humboldt Circus also has several avenues to obtain 
money in the form of grants from AS and AS-fund- 
ed programs. We do our best to seek out these mon- 
ies because they are reserved for clubs every semes- 
ter. These grants are available to help organizations 
grow. Without the help of these various grants the 
Humboldt Circus would not be where it is today and 
we would like to thank the groups and people that 
have chosen to support us. 
The Humboldt Circus strives to be a positive vi- 
sual image of circus arts and of the greater Hum- 
boldt State community. Aside from being circus 
club members we are your AS representatives, disk 
jockeys, reporters, photographers, baristas, servers, 
Marching Lumberjacks, teachers, Ringling Brothers 
clowns, Dell Arte graduates, and members of Clowns 
Without Borders. The list could go on but the point 
is we are here, there and everywhere; we're huge! 
One of our main preoccupations, aside from per- 
forming, is working with other Humboldt State-afhl- 
iated groups such as the Marching Lumberjacks and 
KRFH student-run radio. We feel our presence at 
events aides the positive image of Humboldt State. 
As an organization in continual growth, we see 
the benefits of being an AS-sponsored program, 
 
such as a slice of the budget. But a brief meeting 
with AS Vice President Rob Christensen showed us 
the infeasibility of becoming an AS program at this 
time of budget crisis and existing program cuts. 
Because part of our desire to be an AS program is 
allocated funds, we were advised to apply for I.R.A. 
funding. Instructionally Related Activities is an ear- 
marked fund for campus groups listed as a class re- 
gardless of other affiliation such as being a club. 
Many organizations apply for IRA grants and many 
more should do so. 
Anyone can join the Humboldt Circus and any- 
one can get up to three units per semester for it. We 
are community contributors to Bowl for Kids’ Sake, 
Child Development Association events, and do 
much outreach to county schools. 
Given the breadth of our non-performance deal- 
ings and our role in the community, we don't under- 
stand the negative connotation of our group in the 
April 18, 2007 Lumberjack article “Sororities, frats 
denied full funding for fall”. We understand that the 
reference of the Humboldt Circus at the AS meet- 
ing in the article wasnt at all negative, and that the 
negativity was read apparently by reporter and re- 
ported alike. 
With or without outside funding, the Humboldt 
Circus will continue to survive. We are received well 
be large audiences across the North Coast and ap- 
preciate every person and group that supports us. 
Nothing we do could be considered a waste of time 
in our minds and in the minds of our supporters. 
Most of us are committed to Circus more than you 
can imagine. 
We love monkeys! Humboldt.edu/~circus and 
myspace.com/humboldtcircus. 
Tuesdays and Thursday 5-7 p.m. Friday 2-5 p.m. 




“I think all of us would 
feel better if we weren’t 
having to make alli these 
reductions.” 
-President Rollin Richmond 
April 19th, 2007 
Budget Press Conference  
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Bottom row from left: Jason Robo, Paul Moss, Patricia Whelan, Professor Noah Zerbe, Erika 
Madison, Sebastian Ligeti, Lladira Baez. Above row from left: Jed D’Abravnel, Patrick Sullivan, Skye 
Frison, Nich Raisch, Elaine Hogan, Margot Hottmann, Kristine Crow, Red Rochte, Dessie Woods, Michael 
Mariscal, Michael Echeveste, Tobin Steiskal, Morissa Hudson, Greg Paoli, Dominic Lether, Carol Hurley. 
Humboldt State’s first year 




Fidel Castro is dead and Venezuela is taking over 
Cuba? This is just one of the situations that delegates 
had to face while attending the 57th annual session of 
the Model United Nation Far West in San Francisco last 
weekend. The Model UN isa simulation program for col- 
lege students to advance their understanding of the prin- 
ciples and means by which international relations may be 
maintained. The program helps students develop a great- 
er understanding of the nations of the world, the relations 
between them, their policies, and the nature of their work 
in the United Nations. 
Belgium, Costa Rica, South Africa and Thailand were 
the four countries chosen to be represerited by Humboldt 
State for the five-day conference. Once at the conference, 
delegates were split into different conferences focusing on 
different issues of debate. These include, but are not lim- 
ited to, human rights, protection of the environment, eco 
nomic development, disarmament, the proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction, and the complexities sur 
rounding war and peace. 
Joining over 40 schools and 450 delegates, this was 
Humboldt State's first year at the conference. Proudly, the 
Humboldt State Department of Government and Politics’ 
Model United Nations program garnered three Meritori- 
ous Delegation awards. The awards reflect the delegates’ 
hard work not only at the conference, but also in prepara- 
tion for the conference. Earning three of these awards put 
Humboldt State in the top three performers at the con- 
ference. 
Students participating in the Model UN program 
were: Michael Echeveste, Sebastian Ligeti, Michael Mar- 
iscal, Patrick Sullivan and Patricia Whelan (representing 
Belgium), Carol Hurley, Erika Madison, Nick Raisch, Ja- 
son Robo and Desiree Woods (representing Costa Rica), 
Lladira Baez, Skye Frison, Morrissa Hudson, Dominic 
Lether, Greg Paoli and Tobin Steiskal (representing South 
Africa), Kristine Crow, Jed D’Abravnel, Elaine Hogan, 
Margot Hottmann, Paul Moss and Red Rochte (repre 
senting Thailand). 
Participation in the conference was organized through 
Professor Noah Zerbe’s Model United Nations course, 
which will be offered again in spring 2008. 
Carol Hurley participated in the Model UN 
Elimination of 
German Program? 
It is my understand- 
ing that the German pro- 
gram at-Humboldt State is 
in danger of elimination. 
As an employee of Hum- 
boldt State and a holder of 
a Bachelor of Arts in both 
German and linguistics, | 
feel this would be a strate- 
gic mistake. Far more pref- 
erable would be reductions 
such as a hiring freeze or 
cuts to budgets distributed 
over several programs. My 
belief is that, in better eco- 
nomic times, it would be 
easier to restore active pro- 
grams to their full funding 
or unfreeze hiring than to 
restart an entire program. 
Also, exchange programs 
such as the one with Halle, 
Germany, would have to be 
moth-balled, perhaps never 
to be revived. If so, it would 
require yet more work and 
energy devoted to re-in- 
venting a wheel. 
In principle, the elimi- 
nation of any language pro- 
gram is a serious mistake 
in the long-term planning 
of the education of our na- 
tional work force. With the 
unspoken — understanding 
that Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland constitute the 
major economic force with- 
in the European Union, it is 
erroneous to limit language 
access by our graduates to 
this force. In general, citi- 
zens of the United States 
are notorious for having 
little or no foreign language 
experience or knowledge. 
Elimination of the German 
program advances this neg- 
ative trait. 
I urge Dean Robert Sny 
der of the College of Arts, 
Humanities and Social Sci 
ences to please consider op 
tions other than eliminat- 





Here’s how to get in 
the forum. 
- Letters to the Editor: No more 
than 350 words 
- Guest Columns: No more than 750 
words 
- Letters and columns are edited 
for grammar and spelling 
- For consideration for the next is- 
sue, please send letters/columns by 
Friday at 5 p.m. 
- Please include your name, tele- 
phone number and city of resi- 
dence 
- We also welcome cartoons, 
spoof articles and just about 
anything 
Send submissions to: 
jcoll @humboldt.edu 
Fax: 707-826-592] 
Mail: The Lumberjack 
Nelson Hall East Room 6 
Humboldt State University 
Arcata, CA 95521 
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Reno no home for Nerdcore? 
John T. Carter 
Nerdcore Columnist 
could phase frontman Wheelie Cyberman’s amazing lyrical flow, which was battled by 
 
In the midst of a popular tour through cities like Seattle, Portland, Ore., and San Fran- 
cisco (which sold out), the nerdcore superstar team of MC Lars, MC Frontalot and Opti- 
mus Rhyme arrived in Reno, Nev. this past Saturday. An audience of 17 people was a re- 
cord low. 
“Tl think this is our biggest venue ever... and smallest crowd ever, 
Frontalot said to the crowd right before his set. 
MC Frontalot and MC Lars kicked off the national Secrets from the 
Future Tour in Cambridge, Mass. on April 6. Optimus Rhyme joined 
the tour on April 10 in Chicago, Ill. The tour promotes Frontalot’s 
new album, “Secrets from the Future,” as well as Lars’ “The Graduate” 
and Optimus Rhyme’'s “School the Indie Rockers.” The three groups, 
comprised of nine amazing musicians, have rocked across the states 
this past month. In Seattle last Wednesday, they were accompanied 
by Beefy, a rising nerdcore performer with a lot of promise. 
In an online interview, Beefy discussed how he was able to per- 
form with Optimus Rhyme onstage to their song “Sick Day” in both 
Seattle and Portland. 
“I had posted a video on YouTube of me lip-syncing “Sick Day” 
by OR and they all saw it-and asked if I wanted to go on stage with 
them.” 
However, when the trio arrived to Stoney’s, a bar and venue infa- 
mous for nightlife in Reno, a different situation arose. Even before 
that day, complications began to arise. Originally an 8 p.m. show, it 
was pushed forward three times until rumor was the show started - 
6 p.m.. The artists were even a little muddled on when the show was 
supposed to start. 
While the geography of Stoney’s is impressive—a large, open venue 
area with ample leather seating, well-designed security checkpoints, 
MC Frontalot when he stepped onstage to perform “Ping Pong” with him. Both Optimus 
Rhyme and Frontalot have their own version of the song, and the alternating performanc- 
es between the two were a great delight to those versed in either song. After what seemed 
like too short a time, Optimus Rhyme stepped down for a quick break before Frontalot 
stepped up to the plate. 
Joking before the show, Frontalot got a feel for the crowd to see what they wanted to 
hear. Once the tunes started, the mechanical physicality Frontalot ex- 
uded was just as entertaining as the witty lyrics and smooth flow. His 
interactions between songs were captivating: Busting out a twenty-sid- 
ed die, the audience erupted (as 17 people can) and he gave the audi- 
ence a choice between two songs to listen to next, rolling the die to see 
if theyd get what they wanted. His performance of “I Hate Your Blog” 
required the assistance of Lars to come onstage, to the excitement of 
the crowd. Just as Optimus before him, Frontalot closed his set in what 
seemed too short a time to allow Lars to hit the stage. 
Lars controlled the audience with a charisma not befitting the small 
crowd. Nonetheless, he seemed to reach out to every audience mem- 
ber individually, making them feel that the song was for them. Pump- 
ing out the puns between acts, Lars explained that the reason the song 
“21 Concepts” samples classic video game Tetris music was due to writ 
er’s block. His set was unfortunately cut off because of a poorly planned 
dance party immediately following the show. The rumored “Nerdcore 
Rising” anthem by Frontalot, with Wheelie and Lars to back him, was 
no longer a possibility. The frustrated nerd crowd was pushed outside 
quicker than theyd like in order for the dance party to start setting up. 
Wheelie said he loved performing for the nerd community. “The 
fact that the fans will come out of the woodworks for a show means an 
act can be anywhere and we'll still have fun.” Lars also said he was a fan 
of the “enthusiastic crowd” Afterward, a fan and Frontalot discussed 
the show, both voicing frustrations with Stoney’s and the small turnout. 
  
and separated bar 
ally, fans like Angeli Haines from Garnerville, Nev., walked away. 
“I loved the show, but I hate Stoney’s! I’m never coming back.” 
‘The show started slowly with Optimus Rhyme, but before long 
they had kicked into high gear. Not even Stoney’s poor amplification 
it didn’t make up for the poor planning. Eventu-  
MC Frontalot pleads with the 
audience for money, during his 
song, “Charity Case.” 
When the fan proposed Eureka as an alternative stop between Portland 
and San Francisco, the father of nerdcore just smiled. 
John T. Carter is art director of The Lumberjack. 




A censure on Humboldt State President Rollin Rich 
mond was passed by Associated Students. So now what? 
Is a vote of no confidence next, necessary or productive? 
Richmond and the rest of the administration are easy to 
target because they are on campus everyday. But while we 
are pointing our fingers at the occupants of Siemen’s Hall, 
other campuses are rallying together and taking the fight 
to the real target, Sacramento. Yes, Sacramento is real cul 
prit, the real destroyer of higher education. 
In 2003, our governor, with his “commando” approach 
to higher education, made a deal with the chancellor of the 
UC and CSU systems. Since then, the CSU system alone 
has been cut over $500 million due to funding based on a 
system of “guesstimating.” The chancellors of both systems 
have to guess how many students are going to be full-time 
equivaleni (I ei: ‘These numbers Coilic from the presi 
dents of the different campuses within the system. 
Full-time equivalent funding from the state is based on 
15 units, but to receive federal financial aid, the FTE is 12 
units, Students cannot be made to take 15 units, especially 
when all they need is 12 units for financial aid. Meaning 
Richmond has to guess how many FTE’s Humboldt State 
is expecting, based on the number of people who have ap 
plied to Humboldt State. 
This number can change, which has been our problem 
in the past, when students decided they no longer wanted 
to attend Humboldt State or they transferred to another 
college. When Humboldt State meets or exceeds its “guess 
timated” FTE, funding is allocated as expected and no ex 
tra funds are allocated to offset the additional costs of ed- 
ucating more students. However, when Humboldt State 
does not meet its “guesstimated” FTE, funds have to be re- 
turned to the state that may have already been spent. 
This is the real reason we have a structural deficit, the 
way our schools are funded. I am not saying that I agree 
with every decision that has been made by Richmond; I 
just understand the lack of resources. I also know Rich 
mond inherited a sinking ship, with structural budget 
problems that were here long before he became president. 
Although Richmond may not have a strong understand 
ing of what makes Humboldt uniquely Humboldt and his 
communication approach may be less than desired, it is 
tough to run a university, and tough times call for tough 
decisions. Imagine if he had cut entire programs, or if all 
the extra services provided to students had been cut. For 
example, what if our music students, who have access to 
instrument and vocal instructors, could not afford the out 
side classroom instruction they now get for free? These 
same services cost thousands of dollars anywhere else. 
Sacramento is where the blame should be pointed. 
Imagine a sea of 15,000-plus students converging on the 
capital, peacefully demanding that higher education be a 
priority. The community college system did it before and 
their system need was met. Imagine if we march in col 
laboration with the UC system! The time is now to call the 
question and make the California state legislature fulfill its 
promise that education will be affordable, accessible and of 
quality for all Californians 
With an annual economy of over $1.3 trillion, it would 
take “coffee money” to fix our system. Give Richmond 
credit that based on the information and resources he had, 
he made the decisions he thought were in Humboldt State's 
best interests. No one likes to lose resources, but a $1.7 mil 
lion deficit is reality. Let's put the blame squarely where it 
belongs and take steps to address the REAL problem. Jo 
me in the fight to make education a priority by electing me 
as your next AS President. “Together we can, together we 
will” 
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Just like last week... Be the first person to correctly identify the 
location of the photograph above (please be as specific as possi- 
ble) and win a surprise. That's right, what's the best kind of prize? 














It is a sad sight to those who walk through the halls of this 
great university, when all they see are the ungrateful students, 
who, instead of studying for their honest degree, choose to 
employ all their time ‘smoking marijuana, blaspheming the 
administration and harassing President Rollin Richmond. 
I think it is agreed by all parties that the administra- 
tion cannot do their jobs without the complete support of 
a body of intelligent, respectful students. Therefore, who- 
ever might find a fair, cheap and easy method of making 
these students sound, useful members of academia, would 
deserve so well of the public as to have his statue erected as 
a preserver of the university. 
But my intention is very far from being confined to pro 
vide only for,the students who represent a drain to Hum 
boldt State ; it is of a much greater extent, and shall take in 
the whole number of students who are victims of the “in 
tellectual slumming” of professors at the university. 
it would seem to me that all four of Nick Bravo's issues 
with Humboldt State could be solved by a simple action 
purge the university of students. i 
sy disenrolling all current students, Richmond and the 
administration would have the unique opportunity to de 
sign a university from the ground up. However, in order to 
A Modest Proposal 
address the issues set forth by Bravo, new, stricter regula- 
tions must be set up to replace the current lax standards. 
First and foremost: mandatory drug testing for all stu- 
dents. According to Bravo, an astounding two-thirds of all 
students come to Humboldt for drugs; this would end that 
problem (or drive up prices for clean urine). 3 
‘Secondly, a mandatory dress code will be created and en- 
forced. Gone will be the days.of pajamas and slippers in class. 
Slacks and dress shirts in various shades of green and gold will 
be worn by the men and green and gold dresses for the girls. 
Next, as Bravo points out, because many students think 
that they are at the “magical age at which they know every 
thing,’ (though I am not sure if Bravo is,referring to the 19 
year olds, the 60 year olds, or the multitude in between), a 
test shall be administered and no student who has any inde 
pendent or original thought will be allowed into the univer 
sity. This test shall be given concurrently with an IQ test to 
make sure that students are rational and experienced enough 
to.call the intellectually slumming professors on their “BS.” 
We shall also take Bravo's advice and focus on our academ 
ic strengths that “really matter”: nursing, teaching, computer 
sciences and business. Any courses related to ethnic diversity 
shall be done away with. The only logical way students should 
learn “behavior for the real world” is by not having h any classes 
which foster a greater understanding of racial diversity, These 
classes obviously have no real world applications in this day 
and age of American multiculturalism. 
Therefore let no one talk to me of other solutions: Of re- 
structuring the university, which is supposed to serve the 
students, so that students have a say in the decisions made 
with their money; of supporting classes which foster a great- 
er understanding of racial diversity; of educating students 
about “personal responsibility, self respect, self control, and 
respect for others” rather than expecting them to have all 
these characteristics before starting college; of spending 
money on academics rather than new facilities; of focusing 
on retaining students as well as recruiting new ones. 
I profess, in the sincerity of my heart, that I have not the 
least personal interest in endeavoring to promote this nec 
essary work, having no other motive than the public good 
of the university, by advancing our school’s reputation, re 
lieving stress from the administration of its various bur 
dens, and giving some pleasure to the alumni of Humboldt 
State. For in all honesty, I can benefit not from the pro 
posed plan; my five drug-riddled, intellec tually oppressed,, 
overly diverse years are drawing to a clos« 
P.S. Much of the above is based on Jonathan Swift's “s\ 
Modest Proposal.” Always cite your sources. kids! 
Jared Ourique is a senior studying English, Language 
\rts and Native American Studies. 
  
  
    
25 Wednesday 
Lecture — wastewater algae as an 
energy source. 8:30 a.m. in Wildlife 
270. 
First meeting for STAND (student 
anti-genocide coalition). 7 p.m. in 
Siemens Hall 110. 
Oaxaca-Humboldt Print Exchange 
at the First Street Gallery. Featuring 
the art of Shinzaburo Takeda & 
Sarah Whorf. Wed-Sun.,12-5 p.m., 
422 First Street, Old Town, Eureka. 
Through May 20. 
40th Annual Humboldt Film Festival 
Culturama Rap Music Video Fest. 
7:30 p.m. in Theater Arts 117. 
Spring Mentor Training Series 
presents Sexuality and Gender 
Issues for Teens workshop. 6-8 p.m. 
at the Humboldt County Office of 
Education, 901 Myrtle Ave., Eureka, 
in the Madrone Room. For more 
information call 269-2052. 
26 Thursday 
Unmet Transit Needs Hearing at 
the Humboldt County Association 
of Governments (HCAOG) regular 
meeting. 7 p.m. Eureka City Hall, 
Conference Room #207, 531 K 
Street 
HSU Energy Series presents 
Dr. Holmes Hummel. Energy, 
Environment & Society/Sustainable 
Futures guest speaker presents 
Global Energy Scenarios for the 21st 
Century.” 5:30PM in Science B 133 
Movie: “Freedom to Fascism.” 
Objective engagement with 
government officials & specialists 
on taxation. Is it legal? No, you'd be 
surprised why! 5:30 p.m. in Siemens 
Hall 108. 
Presentation on Factory Farming 
with Brad Miller of Humane Farming 
Association. 6:30 p.m. in Wildlife and 
Fisheries 258. 
Wanted: Improv Bandits last show 
of the semester. 7:30 p.m. in the UC 
South Lounge. Free 
Ten-Minute Play Festival. 7:30 p.m. 
in the Gist Hall Theatre. Free to 
HSU students, $ 5 all others. Limited 
seating available 
RecFest featuring the 
Rubberneckers. 5:30 p.m. in the 
Kate Buchanan Room. $12. For 
more information, call 822-1975 
27 Friday 
HSU Symphonic Band — Spring 
Concert. 8 p.m. in the Fulkerson 
Recital Hall. $6 general admission, 
$2 students and seniors, free 
for HSU students. Call the HSU 
ticket office at 826-3928 for more 
information. 
CenterArts presents Capital Steps, 8 
p.m. in the Van Duzer Theatre. $35 
adults, $33 students and seniors, 
$25 HSU students. Tickets available 
at the HSU ticket office at 826-3928. 
SU Learning Commons Information 
Meeting. Free food for your stomach 
& mind! Come to an interactive mtg 
on creating the Commons on Friday, 
4/27, 11:45-1:30, Goodwin Forum 
(NHE102). For more information, 
visit http://www.humboldt.edu/~cdc/ 
learningcommons 
AT Faculty Candidate Cyrus Raoufi. 
10:30 a.m. JH 102 Teaching 
presentation Intro to electronics and 
robotics. 9 a.m. in ArtA 27. 
Ten-Minute Play Festival. 7:30 p.m. 
in the Gist Hall Theatre. Free to 
HSU students, $ 5 all others. Limited 
seating available. 
Operation U-Turn presents Speak 
Out. 6-9 p.m. in the Goodwin 
Forum 
Sie %: idem in a 
SFAGI F House VI 
28 Saturday 
Annual May Day Celebration and 
Compost Festival. 12-5 p.m. in the 
CCAT parking lot, 14th and B streets, 
and entrance to Redwood Park, 14th 
and Union. For more information, 
contact ccat@humboldt.edu or 
recycle@humboldt.edu 
SAAC is sponsoring 2nd alcohol-free 
formal dance w/DJ & limo on Sat. 
4/28, 8:30-?? at the Arcata Masonic 
Lodge. For more info contact 
jnp10@humboldt.edu 
Ten-Minute Play Festival. 7:30 p.m. 
in the Gist Hall Theatre. Free to 
HSU students, $ 5 all others. Limited 
seating available. 
Golden Game Day, a fundraiser to 
support Humboldt County seniors in 
the West Gym. $1 for adults, $.50 12 
years and other. Call 826-4965 for 
more information. 
Rock Wall showdown 6:30-11 in 
the Student Rec Center. $15 for 
students, $20 non-students. 
Softball v. CSU Stanislaus, HSU 
softball field, 12 p.m. 
Metal/Hip Hop show featuring 
Forcefed Trauma, Locust Furnace, 
more, 5 p.m. at Out of the Sun, 740 
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HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING 
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM 




Bring this ad and get 
10% off* 
your take-out or dine-in order! 
Fine Chinese Cuisine on nv NAN 
 
the Plaza... 
761 8th St. 
On the Arcata Plaza |)? ) LAZA 
Call for to-go orders CHINESE 
or reservations RESTAGRANT 
822-6105 closed 
Mondays 
*does not include gratuity. One coupon per visit please. 
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Back & Neck Problems? 
Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause 
Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays 
Sports Injuries, Auto Injuries, Personal Injuries 
Most Insurance Accepted, Painless Payment Plans 
  
HEADACHES? 
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e Entertainment @ 
@ Espresso e 
e Breakfast e 
e Lunche 
e@ Desserts e 
® Libations e 
be) i Seg SLIEMA TTA Karsan (erty Fa 
from Austfn, Texas - solo), $8 
9pm Midnight -- DJ Red 
Spm UKEsperience (ukulele rock), Matt Lucas OUR 
vay Famaras w/ Nate Kaplan. and The Crosswalks 
(indie rock from Portland) ALL AGES 
Spm Ladylike Open Mic w/ the Wandering Menstruals 
Jazz Night with Susie Laraine & Shao Way Wu 
Happy Hours! 
opm - 8pm every day 
Live Music 
Organic Micro Brews on Tap  
29 Sunday 
Spring Choral Concert featuring 
University Singers, Humboldt 
Chorale, the Ten. $6 General 
Admission, $2 students and seniors, 
free to HSU students. 
Tamaras with Nate Kaplan, 7 p.m. 
at Muddy's Hot Cup, 1603 G. St. 
For more information, call 443-4767. 
Free, but donations welcome. 
   30 Monday   
Lecture and reception with 2006/07 
outstanding professor Christina 
Accomando. 5:15 p.m. in FH 118 
Room. 
and 6:15 in the Green and Gold 
All-you-can-eat sushi sale to benefit 
Rape Aggression Defense Program. 
$7. 6:30 p.m. in the Goodwin Forum. 
Tickets available at the university 
bookstore. 
The Ravens/Birds of Avalon (rock), 





































































softball field, 11 a.m. 
Music that Elan presents Senorita Tijuana 
Rocks with Somnambulsim plays LaZona 
Patrick Cortese Rockera 
T 
Justin Rose The Delsigne | | play Spanish 
Music w. Show. rock/alternative 
minimal chat music 
My House w/ 
DJ Skeet. Bay 
Area rap/pop 
Sarah Bo-Linn Solid Gold ‘80s 
with Marisa and 
Colleen 
Softball vs. CSU Stanislaus, HSU 
Port 80, Baby w/ 
Jiggity John T 
Carter 
    
O1 Tuesday 
Music Against Violence concert 7:30 
p.m. at Christ Church, 15th and H 
Streets, Eureka. Tickets are available 
at the Works and the Metro and at 
the door if available. $15. For more 
information, call 476-8648. 
Open mic with Sky Miller, 7 p.m. at 
Old Town Coffee and Chocolates, 




and Melt w/ 
Tennessee Jed 
Random 














Gorguts - It's 
time to DIE 














The Delsigne Huff on This w/ Phuntime with Grimfist Rastadellica The Effin Bishop's Fueled 
Show DJ Huffster Melissa Gorguts - It's live Hood Variety Ait 
Requests Rock, rap, more time to DIE Show 
Justin Vanegas | Huff on This World Music Morning View Entropical Generation X 
with Whitebeard with Kelsey Paradise w/ The Blake Live jazz, hip 
Music from all Wood Jiggity John T Presents hop, etc 
—E 
My House w/ DJ | Instant Mash, over the world, Michael Green Carter. A Headphone Justin Vanegas 
Skeet just add requests | including the | feel like I'm different theme | Explosion 
US being lynched evey week 
Carpe Diem Instant Mash Cave Beneath Ragin’ Naure Auditory The Depot 
wi Marisa the Carnival Hour Orgy w/ DJ Show w/ DJ 
Brewster. Peppersteak 
Jazzer's Cafe Louie Rodriguez The Low Down Lufthansa with Alt Metal is so Muttonchop All request 
w/ Mark Jensen on the Down Stan Vague. Hour w/ Hip-Hop w/ radio! Dial 6077! 
Jazz/swing. Low with the This is Willie John Magers DJ Sweatshop 
a 
Austin Steele Grimfist Gorguts- | Pirate Queen Wonka's The Petri Dish Melody Time! 
It's time to DIE favorite candy. with DJ Blue Rockin’ hard w/ 
Sky. Ms. Stone 







House wi DJ Revolver. DJ Blue Sky Illuminations Should Not Be DJ Blue Sky soundtrack 
Indie rock, with Rainbow concept albums 
Pink Night hip-hop, and Ben's Show Rose Rock/punk Anyway You Groovin wi DJ 
preview w/ electronica Theme shows Want It w/ Darlene. Indie. 
Midget Funk every week Jiggity John T alt/hip-hop/etc 
Jack, Jim, & NotSoLocalLixx Bebop Machine Elan with Hi Trippin Magic Hours Yung Morris & 
Jose. Underground Gun. Mom, I'mon the | Backwards w/ wi Jeff Taylor Perk. Talk, hip- 
rock Radio DJ Nicky hop, R&B 
vi Morri Local Lixx, live Rock Lobster Elan Nick. Let's Hear magic 
Meng mentee local bands with Kate & boogie music & Perk., Talk, Marisa 
hip hop plus 
R&B Kyle Kaufman The Bebop Punk Rock for “The Happy DJ Mud's 
Sports hour. Machine Gun the Obsolete w/ | Hour” w/ Variety Hour 
Rev. Shorty Claire Rock/alt 
Garden Party Making fun of Variety Party w/ Midnight Doo-Wop Bishop's Scarlet 
Hour w/ DJ Spencer plays Garrett Spears Massacre w/ Fallout Radio Bigonias. Rock/ Juarez Classic Rock & Hate Censor- Justin Powers Reggae 
Metal 
 
Adam Brougher Rip Tide to 
Midnight Special 
w/ DJ 40B 
 
Action Jackson 
All forms of 
rock 
Rumpie's Pirate 
Hour wi DJ 
Rumpie is Me 
Action Jackson   Pajama Party Power Hour w/ DJ Claire   ship? Tune in for your favorite songs uncut Grind and metaicore Kaleidoscopic Cacophony   Louie Rodriguez     Electric Music Challenge   Midnight Massacre w Mob Inc. and Justin Powers Grind and metaicore Psygasm w DJ Something Music, talk, etc 
  
Gen X Tunes for 
Gen Y 
Punk Rock for 
the Obsolete     
 
    Mixing Boards 
Interfaces 
Microphones 
Lee. 2 _ 
Ciieccts 
Advice 
1027 | St. Arcata, CA 822-b2bq M-F 10:30-6:30 Sun 12-4 
   
    
 
Everything 
you need for 
Digital 
Recording   
Your ad can be here. 
Call our ad office at 
( 7) 826-3259 
ljinpads@humboldt.edu 
Story ideas or suggetions? 







     




GRADUATING? LEAVING A 
HOUSE? $100 reward leading 
to rental of house in or around 
Arcata. Must be 2 or more 
bedrooms. Plus or minus $600/ 
month. 822-3223 or 498-7221. 
Will help clean. 
GOING, GOING......!. Don't 
miss out on these great rentals. 
Quiet, Arcata 2 bd apts, 4 bd 
house with — spacious 
RogersRentals.com 
views. 
STUDIO STYLE APT shared 
kitchen, shared bath @455 Union 
St. $495/mo $700/dep all utilities 
pd, by Healthsport & Community 
Center, near HSU. bus route, & 
free shuttle from Healthsport. 
(707) 822-4557. 
Mini Storage 
BUD’S MINI STORAGE. 
1180 5th Street, Arcata. Reserve 
your storage unit now for 
summer, mini sizes available. On- 
site manager. 826-8511. 
Wellness 
HSU AA MEETINGS 
now meet in SBS Building 
room 405. Call 822-1758 for 
more information. Marijuana 
every 
Wednesday night from 5-6 in 
HSU Annex room 152, 618-9228. 
Anonymous meets 
Auto 
2001 FORD FOCUS ZX3. 
87K. Four brand new tires. New 
CD player. Excellent condition. 
$5,500. Contact Dominic @ 832- 
8917. 
A oy 7 ‘Rij cf IC ENT, EF ia 
211 G Eureka TIRIMe Tee Tiere) 
ifi 
WANT A FUN LEARNING 
EXPERIENCE for fa!l semster? 
Sign up for Introduction to Video 
Production (JMC 156) with Asst. 
Prof. and fmr. CNN producer 
Victoria Sama. Fall 2008, Mondays 
& Wednesdays 3-4:20 p.m. Open 
to all students! 
Auction 
PEOPLE'S RECORDS HAS 
2 NICK DRAKE LP’S to be 
auctioned off! Proceeds will 
be donated to a local children’s 
charity. Come down to the store 




SEEKS a Student Advertising 
Representative. Position begins 
August 2007, with training ASAP. 
Candidate must have excellent 
people and communication 
skills. Experience is a plus. Must 
be enrolled in at least 6 credits at 
Humboldt State. Salary is paid by 
commission. Hours are flexible, 
but the busiest days are Friday, 
Monday and Tuesday. Application 
deadline: April 25 at 5pm. Please 
call Sarah or stop by the office in 
Nelson Hall East. 
BICYCLE MECHANIC/ 
SALESPERSON. F/T position at 
Sport & Cycle, Eureka location. 
Weekend availability a 
Bike shop experience preferred. 
Apply in person at 475 Fortuna 









PRESENTABLE .(NEW OR 
USED) FURNITURE (arm 
chairs, sofas, etc.) for Journalism 
office reception/reading area. 
Call Linda at .826-4775. or 
<mcmaster@humboldt.edu>. 
TIN CAN MAILMAN BUYS 
BOOKS, including TEXTBOOKS 
for cash or trade credit. Huge 
selection, open daily. Corner of 
10th & H Arcata 822-1307. 
Workshops 
BOOGIE WOOGIE PIANO 
WORKSHOP Sat., April 28th, 
June 2nd, offered monthly. Max 6 
persons, each have electric piano. 
For “beyond beginners.” Jam- 
packed day, fun, interactive. $75. 
Colleen Haining, Instructor 444- 
2756. 
Summer Work 
SUMMER CAMP STAFF: 
Resident Camp 1 hour north of 
Truckee, CA seeks counselors, 
RN/LPN, lifeguards, maintenance, 
and kitchen staff. Salary based on 
position and experience. Room 
& board provided. Must live at 
camp 6/17-8/5. Information and 
application at 







The Lumberjack is a 
member of the California 
Newspaper Publishers 
Association and the 
California Intercollegiate 
Press Association. The 
Lumberjack is printed 
on recycled paper and 
published Wednesdays 
during the school year. 
Questions regarding 
editorial content of The 
Lumberjack should be 
directed towards its editor. 
Opinions expressed by 
guest columnists are 
those of the authors and 
not necessarily those 
of HSU. Advertising 
material is published for 
informational purposes 
and is not constructed 
as an expressed or 
implied endorsement 
or verification of such 
commercial ventures 
by The Lumberjack, 
Associated Students 
or HSU. The views and 
content of The Lumberjack 
are those of the author and 
not necessarily HSU     
  
Wednesday, April 25, 2007 
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__-Ricos Taces- 
sae Taqueria |
   
 
a 686 F Street, Suite O, Apmats 
nrieeerierenrremriengt   
Monday - Saturday 
9AM - 9PM 
Family Atmosphere 
Dine {n or Carry Out 
Breakfast Menu 
Chile Relleno 
made fresh daily 
authentic menudo 
686 F Street (by Safeway) 
826-2572 
www.ricostacostaqueria.com 
Now, where is that 
Hemp Store? 
Your hemp store 
since 1990 
And so much more... 
Solutions 
Hemp*Recycled*Organic 




for our online 
classified ads.    
S/Z2Z4- 2. TOOTS @REOGFOH 6/279 - THE WAILERS @ ARCATA COMM CENTER 
Le Ee e ee ee] 
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a Stop by forall PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS © Cy ci iih a: eRe 
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS ore D oiccme 
. : 
Proud sponsor of the 2QQ7 
Tour of the Unknown Coast 
MAY 12 
At j Zs" | 
tte. 
ba) Sun-Thurs: noon - 1lpm 
Cae Fri-Sat: noon - lam 
* COFFEEHOUSE 
orrrgn <9 ov gpanall ls. 
DTT PY Leen ela has 822-4673 AY \ 
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA fie meer 
a 
Poa 9-6 Sun; 1145) 
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS a 
